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SYNOPSIS 
I. Introduction 

 
Plasma transport remains a core problem for magnetically confined fusion plasmas 

and hence allows uninterrupted attempts in the domain of theoretical, computational 

and experimental investigations for better understanding of the physical phenomena 

responsible for it. The small scale turbulence plays a major role in determining the 

global confinement properties of fusion plasmas [1-2]. The confinement properties 

degrade because of high outward particle and heat flux, observed to be several 

magnitudes higher than the classical or neoclassical flux. The anomalous flux is 

attributed to both electromagnetic and electrostatic turbulent fluctuations. Confined 

systems are naturally inhomogeneous which acts as source of free energy to drive the 

system and are unstable to slightest of the perturbations over a desperate range of 

scales, from electron, ion up to system scale [1,3-5]. 

 

Large scale perturbations are easy to probe in fusion devices and tremendous 

progress has been made on ion temperature gradient driven micro-turbulent mode and 

MHD modes but electron scale fluctuations, which follows scaling of        are 

difficult to probe due to extremely small size. These fluctuations are considered as 

important source of heat loss during H-mode confinement [6-7]. Thus understanding 

physics of anomalous electron transport across the confining magnetic field assumes 

significance. While ultimately measurements in high temperature fusion plasmas in 

toroidal geometry must be undertaken, it is desirable to have a hierarchy of 

experiments for comparison with the goal of isolating important physical effects in the 

simplest possible geometry. Linear devices like Columbia Linear Machine (CLM) [8], 

Large Volume Plasma Device (LVPD) [9], and QT-Upgrade [10] have taken initiative 

in addressing some of the physical issues which are difficult to study in complex, high 

temperature, toroidal devices. 

 

Electron Larmor radius scale fluctuations (ρe ~ μm) in the range of  k⊥ ρe ≤ 1 due to 

electron temperature gradient (ETG) in high magnetic field (~ 2 T) of tokamaks are 

hard to probe, though some progress has been made in National Spherical Torus 

Experiment (NSTX) [11] and Tore Supra [12]. However, detailed characterization of 
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the turbulence in these devices for various plasma parameters and analyzing properties 

like correlations, wave number- frequency spectra is still unresolved. The basic 

plasma devices provide a simplified geometry, a good realization of turbulence and 

control of experimental parameters but they suffer from the very process by which 

plasma is produced  in them. They produce moderate density plasma at lower 

magnetic fields and thereby bring the scale length of the ETG instability to the 

measureable limits of conventional probes. In LVPD, ETG suitable plasma is 

produced by configuring a highly transparent (~ 82%) variable aspect ratio, 

rectangular solenoid, named as Electron Energy Filter (EEF). It fits across the cross- 

section of LVPD in such a way that it divides the whole plasma into three regions of 

source, filter and target plasmas. The extremely localized perpendicular magnetic field 

of EEF removes energetic electrons all across the plasma in the target side and also 

enable a control over radial scale length of electron temperature gradient. The source 

region is where plasma is produced by filament heating, the EEF region, provides a 

strong transverse magnetic field over a radial extent of 100 cm ( 50 cm) to stop the 

energetic electrons traversing from source to target region and the target region is 

where plasma appears after diffusing through the filter magnetic field [13-14]. 

  

The ETG is a small scale turbulence associated with magnetized plasmas having a 

wavelength and frequency ordering ( ),1 eiie kk    , where 
k  is 

the perpendicular wave vector, ρe, ρi are Larmor radii of electron and  ion, 

respectively, and Ωi, Ωe and ω are the ion, electron gyro-frequencies and the mode 

frequency respectively. It’s a fast growing mode having frequency and growth rate 

satisfying threshold condition for the mode, 3/2/ ,  Tenee LL where

)/ln(1 dxndL ene  and )/ln(1 dxTdL eTe   are the density and electron temperature 

gradient scale lengths. The observed instability in LVPD resides in lower hybrid range 

of frequency and has electromagnetic nature. Several signatures of the observed 

turbulence are found consistent with the theoretical predictions made for finite beta 

ETG modes [9, 15].  

 

Fluctuations induced electrostatic (ES) particle flux is measured in ETG dominated 

plasma of LVPD and various statistical characteristics of it are explored [16]. We 

carried out detailed investigations on identifying the nature of electrostatic particle 
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flux. The equilibrium electron density and temperature profiles are also measured 

which shows centrally peaked profiles. Unlike in tokamaks where the particle fuelling 

is done at the edge, the plasma source in LVPD comprises of heated tungsten 

filaments arranged in the periphery of a rectangle, coaxial to the device located at one 

axial end. Since the axial plasma diffusion is much faster than the transverse diffusion, 

the plasma formed at one axial end spreads rapidly along the field lines and hence the 

effective particle source can be thought to be axially elongated and slightly inside the 

radial edge. This implies, central density would build up only if there is an inward 

particle transport i.e., a particle pinch [17].  

 

The electromagnetic fluctuations (EM) driven radial flux is still not completely 

explored. Its measurement has been reported from many devices, namely, the tokamak 

[18], the stellarator and reversed field pinch [19], etc. but despite this, particle 

transport due to electron scale EM fluctuations remain largely unaddressed. The 

streaming of charged particles parallel to the fluctuating magnetic field is considered 

as a powerful transport mechanism, particularly if field lines wander stochastically in 

space. The significance of magnetic fluctuations in the edge of various toroidal 

devices suggests that they are very significant in contributing to transport in different 

device configuration regimes like reversed field pinches, high beta tokamaks, and 

tokamaks in L-H transition [20]. In the past, direct measurement of magnetic 

fluctuation induced particle flux indeed has been reported but not much progress was 

made for the core plasma where the temperature is high due to the inability of 

measurement tools. In the recent time, Ding et al. [21], have demonstrated 

measurement of magnetic field fluctuation induced particle transport from the core 

plasma of Madison RFP device [22]. The reported particle transport exceeds the 

expected particle diffusion when ambipolarity exists but comes in good agreement 

with the expected values when ambipolarity is not there. However, Stoneking et al. 

[23], Rembel et al. [22], and Shen et al. [24] have reported that particle loss induced 

by magnetic field fluctuations is ambipolar in the edge plasma. 

 

In high beta plasma of LVPD, the magnetic field fluctuations couples with the ETG 

mode instability to form what is dubbed as the whistler-ETG mode. In magnetized 

plasma, the EM flux in ETG background is expected to be zero as per the 

conventional ETG mode theory where it is assumed that the electron current 
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fluctuation       is the total current fluctuation,    . Then the radial electron particle 

flux can be written as     
 

  
            , where       and      are parallel 

electron current and magnetic field fluctuations. However, we do observe a small but 

finite EM flux in the LVPD. Obviously, this means that the assumption          

(where     is the total parallel current) is broken in reality and consequence of leads to 

finite flux. This provides a detailed measurement of EM particle flux across the radius 

of the LVPD for the first time and provides a general theory of the EM particle flux in 

ETG turbulence in a straight homogeneous magnetic geometry which explains well 

the experimental observations. A finite EM radial flux is shown to result from the 

sluggish and passive parallel ion velocity fluctuations resulting from the parallel force 

experienced by ions due to ETG fluctuations.  

 

Lastly, in the presence of ETG turbulence, thermal heat flux is measured. Specially 

designed triple Langmuir probe for real-time measurement of temperature fluctuations 

in pulsed plasma of LVPD is developed [25-26]. The estimated thermal flux is 

compared with the numerically obtained values, by using the formulation derived for 

slab ETG turbulence. A theoretical expression is formulated for heat flux due to ETG 

scale fluctuation to verify our experimental measurement of heat flux. The 

experimental heat flux is calculated with correlated measurement of potential and 

electron temperature fluctuation present in experiments. Since the observed ETG 

fluctuations are characterized as ES and EM in nature and it leads to respective heat 

flux generation. So, theoretical estimates is provided for both, ES  and EM 

fluctuations.  The turbulent heat flux can be written as           ̃  ̃   

  ∑
  

 
  | ̃   || ̃ |        , where         

   . This expression suggests that 

the heat flux depends on the level of fluctuations and phase relation between 

temperature and potential fluctuations as is originated from finite temperature and 

potential fluctuations in ETG turbulence dominated plasma. The role of temperature 

fluctuations in the measurement of conductive flux is estimated. The phase angle 

between temperature and potential fluctuations also exhibits a close agreement with 

theoretical predictions obtained from ETG model equations. We have successfully 

presented that in ETG dominated LVPD plasma, even though, observed particle flux 

is negative and which leads to negative convective heat flux (    ̃ ̃  ) but 

conductive heat flux (    ̃  ̃  ) remains positive and is comparatively higher than 
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the convective heat flux. This supports thermodynamically, entropy production which 

is positive definite [27]. The net flux observed in LVPD due to ETG induced 

turbulence is outward. 

Based upon the above outline, this thesis reports on the experimental demonstration 

of ETG turbulence induced particle and thermal fluxes in a laboratory device. The 

motivation for this work comes from the background of microturbulence induced 

anomalous transport problem encountered in fusion plasmas. The contents of the 

thesis are summarized in the following text. 

II. Contents of the thesis 

Chapter 2: Experimental setup and diagnostic system 

In this chapter, the emphasis is on the developmental work carried out towards the 

automation of device, on experimental tools and diagnostics development for carrying 

out investigations on ETG induced plasma transport. The major contributions are 

namely, the development of (1) triple Langmuir probe diagnostics and its floating 

power supply, (2) developing computer-based control of linear probe drive for better 

spatial resolution, (3) establishment of PXI base data acquisition system with better bit 

resolution, (4) development of specially designed probe diagnostics for particle, 

energy and parallel electron and ion current measurements besides developing several 

MATLAB routines for carrying out data analysis. Microwave interferometry 

diagnostic for chord average density measurements is another important development 

carried out in LVPD during this time. It works as a residential diagnostics in the 

device for depicting the state of wall conditioning after each opening and provides on 

hand information on plasma density. While revisiting the performance of Electron 

Energy Filter (EEF) and identification of ETG, it was observed that energetic 

electrons emitted from filamentary source remain constrained within the source and 

the EEF region. The EEF divides LVPD plasma into three regions of source, EEF and 

target plasmas. It exerts not only control on the electron temperature because of the 

preferential transport of cold electrons in the target region but also introduces 

significant gradient in electron temperature by adjusting current density along the 

length of EEF. The plasma in the source and target region for different EEF activation 

currents is produced. Various equilibrium plasma profiles suitable for carrying out 

ETG study by varying extent of charging length of EEF cross-section are established. 

A brief description on LVPD device including its auxiliary systems namely, pumping 
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system, magnet coil system, plasma source, power supply, and diagnostic system is 

given below. 

 

 The LVPD is a double walled, water-cooled cylindrical vacuum chamber. It gets 

evacuated to a base pressure of ~1 × 610 mbar. The radial and axial confinement 

are provided by ten garlanded magnet coils and by a pair of cusped SS304 plates 

mounted at two extreme axial ends of the device. The plasma is produced using a 

large multi-filamentary plasma source, called Low Energy Electron Source 

(LEES). The LEES contains hairpin shaped Tungsten filaments, mounted 

symmetrically on a rectangular periphery (130 cm × 90 cm) on to the filament 

holder cusped SS304 plate. The filament and discharge power supplies are used in 

combination for producing pulsed Argon plasma in LVPD.  

 The plasma in most of the linear devices is contaminated by the presence of 

ionizing hot and non-thermal electrons emitted by the hot filaments. Their 

simultaneous presence confuses the interpretation of the exciting turbulence, as 

each one of them could be independent drivers for the excitation of events. In 

order to scavenge the energetic electrons, a varying aspect ratio solenoid of 

rectangular cross-section with maximum size (190 cm × 4 cm) at the axis of 

LVPD and minimum size of (4 cm × 4 cm) near the walls is configured. It 

produces a uniform pulsed transverse magnetic field of 105 G when fully 

energized by a current of 2 kA. It comprises of 19 identical parallel resistive paths 

distributed over the cross-section of LVPD.  

 The cylindrical, compensated Langmuir probes are used to measure plasma 

density ( 0n ), electron temperature (Te), and floating potential (
f ) and their 

fluctuations. The center-tapped emissive probe is used to determine the plasma 

potential (
p ). The diamagnetic flux and magnetic fluctuations are measured by 

bifilar B- dot probe. The real-time temperature fluctuations are obtained by using a 

specially designed compensated triple probe.  

 A clear signature of scavenging of energetic electrons is observed from I-V 

characteristic of Langmuir probe for EEF present and absent plasma scenarios. All 

experimental investigations right from revisiting the ETG turbulence to the 

measurement of particle and energy fluxes are carried out in the target region, 

which is free of energetic electrons. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental study of particle transport due to electrostatic (ES) 

fluctuations 

In this chapter, we present results on the investigation of particle transport due to 

ETG turbulence, estimated by correlated fluctuations in density and potential. 

Experimentally obtained density-potential cross-correlation, power spectra, and 

frequency-wavenumber ordering confirm that the observed turbulence is driven by 

electron temperature gradient. A brief summary of this chapter is described as follows. 

 

 Experimentally observed fluctuation driven ES particle flux is found negative i.e., 

directed radially inward and is of the order of 121810~  smes
.  We have 

correlated it with particle pinch problem of tokamaks. The plasma density 

maximizes in the core region when EEF is ON which is not the case when EEF is 

OFF thus indicating that the inward particle flux resulting from ETG fluctuations 

plays a significant role in it. Net particle flux is finite and it results as the phase 

difference, n, , deviates from 180 for ETG dominated plasma.  

  The observed cross phase angle and flux have been compared with theoretical 

estimates and an agreement within 20% accuracy between them are found  

radially. 

  

Chapter 4: Experimental study of Particle Transport due to electromagnetic 

(EM) fluctuations 

In this chapter, in finite plasma beta of LVPD, EM particle flux is measured with 

specially designed array of probes. It contains a pair of directional probes for parallel 

electron and ion current and a 3-axis B-dot probe for the magnetic fluctuation 

measurements. We found that EM flux has non-ambipolar nature. In contrast to 

prediction for fusion plasma where EM flux is predicted as zero, LVPD exhibits a 

finite value in open field lines scenario. A brief summary of this chapter is described 

as follows. 

 A quasi-linear theory is proposed to explain the observed flux which convinces that 

the non-ambipolarity is due to divergence of Maxwell stress 
 

  
         and 

another correlation    
 

  
    . The pseudo ion flux similar to ion flux in 

morphology had the ions been magnetized.  This is because the parallel ion 
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dynamics is little affected by the degree of magnetization of ions. The physical 

electromagnetic ion flux in ETG turbulence is zero because no radial ion drift 

fluctuation due to un-magnetization of ions. Then the overall quasi-neutrality is 

maintained by the parallel fluxes.  

 In LVPD, the quasi-linear estimates of the EM pseudo ion flux due to parallel ion 

current fluctuation compares well with the measured flux and hence the role of 

sluggish ion motion assumes significance. 

 

Chapter 5: Experimental study of total turbulent heat transport 

This chapter discusses heat flux measurement originated from finite temperature, 

potential and density fluctuations in ETG turbulence dominated plasma. Both 

conductive and convective fluxes are considered for estimating total heat flux. A 

specially designed floating TLP is developed for this purpose. The summary of this 

chapter is described as follows. 

 

 The TLP assembly is capable of measuring simultaneously electron temperature, 

floating potential and plasma density fluctuations. The heat flux is measured and is 

found positive, opposite to the observed particle flux. 

  Using ETG model equations, theoretical expression is derived for the estimation of 

heat flux due to ES and EM fluctuations. The phase angle between electron 

temperature and potential fluctuations shows good agreement with the theoretical 

predictions derived from ETG model equations.  

 

Chapter 6: Conclusion and future scope 

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the role of ETG turbulence in 

particle and heat transport induced by correlated, small scale (      ) fluctuations 

in plasma density, potential and electron temperature. The major conclusions of the 

thesis are as follows.  

 ETG scale fluctuations are revisited and ES fluctuation induced particle flux was 

measured. Noticeably, we observed radially inward particle flux. It was found 

consistent with theoretical predications when role of ion non-adiabatic response in 

ETG model equations is considered. Even, phase angle between the density and 

potential fluctuations agrees well with theory. In LVPD, finite plasma beta 
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(        
       , density and potential fluctuations are strongly coupled. 

Hence role of magnetic fluctuations in particle flux estimations is considered. 

Specially designed probe array is configured for the measurement of EM flux. A 

new theoretical model for W-ETG by taking into account the sluggish motion of 

ions in parallel direction is developed. The observed EM particle flux is found in 

agreement with the estimated flux.  

 For energy flux measurement, high frequency, floating TLP diagnostics is 

developed for real time measurement of Te,   ,    and their respective 

fluctuations. The measured heat flux is found radially outward satisfying theoretical 

predications from ETG model equations.  

 Future work primarily aimed for understanding features like identifying threshold 

of ETG turbulence in laboratory plasma, generation of long lived structure and how 

ETG turbulence saturates?  Further, it can be expanded to measurement of long 

scale modes namely, zonal field (small scale dynamo or zonal current), ES 

streamer, magnetic streamer, zonal flows and role of magnetic shear in nonlinear 

structures in background of short scale ETG turbulence in LVPD plasma.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 

The thesis provides the experimental observation on turbulent plasma transport 

due to fluctuations in the presence of electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence 

in a straight magnetic field scenario of Large Volume Plasma Device (LVPD). The 

thesis includes major developmental and experimental efforts to quantify the particle 

and heat losses induced by ETG turbulence. A theoretical study is also provided to 

validate the experimental observations. In this chapter, we present the motivation for 

this study, followed by a brief description of plasma transport which highlights the 

content of the thesis.  

1.1. Overview and motivation 
 

Plasma, commonly called as the fourth state of matter, deals with the complex 

interaction of many charged particles with external or self-generated electromagnetic 

fields. This has implications in a wide variety of applications, ranging, from advanced 

lighting devices and surface treatments for semiconductor applications to a larger role 

of taming nuclear fusion as an energy source for humanity. Among the various 

techniques of achieving nuclear fusion in laboratory plasma, magnetic confinement 

stands most popular as on today. This scheme makes use of a strong magnetic field to 

confine hot nuclei of hydrogen isotope to achieve condition for fusion [1].  The 

condition for sustainable fusion reactions is mostly determined by the plasma density, 

temperature and confinement time and has dependency on plasma transport.  
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Plasma transport determines the mean profile and the confinement properties of 

the system. In magnetic confinement fusion research, for example in tokamaks, one of 

the most important and burning issues is an improvement of energy and particle 

confinement time for controlled thermonuclear reaction [2,3]. The confinement 

properties degrade because of high outward particle and heat flux which is observed to 

be several magnitudes higher than the classical or neoclassical transport predication 

which depends on the collisionality and magnetic field configuration.   Plasma 

transport continues to remain a core problem for magnetically confined fusion 

plasmas [3–6] and hence motivates continued efforts in the domain of theoretical, 

computational and experimental investigations for a better understanding of the 

physical phenomena responsible for it. A new type of plasma transport, named as 

turbulent transport is predicated to understand the experimentally observed plasma 

losses which are due to the presence of fluctuations excited in the plasma system. 

Turbulent transport is a ubiquitous phenomenon prevalent in a laboratory, space 

and astrophysical systems  [2,7–9]. This anomalous flux is attributed to turbulent 

fluctuations due to various instabilities inherent in the system. Confined systems are 

naturally inhomogeneous which act as a source of free energy to drive the system and 

are unstable to slightest of the perturbations over a disparate range of scales, from 

electron, ion up to system scale. These fluctuations can have electrostatic and or 

electromagnetic nature  [10–17] which contributes to the electrostatic flux, Γes = 

<δneδvx>) and electromagnetic particle flux, <Γem = 1/qB <δJ||,qδBx> , where   δne , 

δvx  ,δJ||q  , δBx are the fluctuations in density, velocity, parallel currents and radial 

magnetic field, respectively and q  represents the charge. The net turbulent particle 

flux is thus made up from the sum of electrostatic and electromagnetic fluctuations, 
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, where es  and em  represents the electrostatic and electromagnetic 

flux components. 

Large scale perturbations (order of ion larmor radius )  are easy to probe in fusion 

devices and tremendous progress has been made on ion temperature gradient driven 

micro-turbulent mode and MHD modes. The electron Larmor radius scale fluctuations 

( ~ μme ) in the range of 1~ek   due to electron temperature gradient (ETG) in high 

magnetic field ( ~ 2 T ) of tokamaks are hard to probe despite of progress made in 

National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [18,19] and Tore Supra [20] machines. 

The ETG is a small scale turbulence associated with magnetized plasmas having a 

wavelength and frequency ordering ( 1 , )e i i ek k        , where  
k  is the 

perpendicular wave vector, ie  , are Larmor radii of electron and ion, respectively, 

and Ωci, Ωce, ω are the ion, electron gyro-frequencies and the mode frequency 

respectively. It’s a fast growing mode having frequency and growth rate defined as 

3/122

* ]/)[2/1( eezeer ck   and 
3/122

* ]/)[2/3( eezeeETG ck    [21,22], where zk  

is the parallel wave vector of the mode, ec  is the thermal velocity of electrons,  

)/(** neeeee Lckvk    is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency and satisfy 

threshold condition for the mode, 3/2/ ,  Tenee LL where )/ln(1 dxndL ene  and 

   
               are the density and electron temperature gradient scale lengths. 

While ultimately measurements in high temperature fusion plasmas in toroidal 

geometry must be undertaken, it is desirable to have a hierarchy of experiments for 

comparison with the goal of isolating important physical effects in simplest possible 

geometry devices. Linear devices like Columbia Linear Machine (CLM)  [23], Large 

Volume Plasma Device (LVPD)  [24], and QT-Upgrade  [25] have taken initiative in 

addressing some of the physical issues which are difficult to study in complex, high 
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temperature, toroidal devices. The advantage these devices carry unlike their high 

temperature counterparts is their ease of operation and control of parameters. It is now 

observed that it is possible to scale up the size of the ETG mode in a simpler setting of 

straight magnetic field line geometry. Recently, ETG turbulence was established in the 

target region of Large Volume Plasma Device with electron gyro scale length typically 

of the order of few millimetres by utilizing the cross field diffusion across the strong 

magnetic field. Large Volume Plasma Device (LVPD) is a cylindrical device (length = 

3 m and diameter = 2 m) produces pulse filamentary plasma for basic wave 

studies [26].  

To study ETG turbulence phenomena in LVPD, a 2 m diameter electron energy 

filter (EEF) is conceptualized [27]. The EEF is a varying aspect ratio rectangular 

solenoid of extended radial extent and limited axial extent. The EEF is configured to 

secure the following objectives namely, (1) removing the presence of remnant primary 

ionizing energetic electrons and the non-thermal electrons, (2) introducing a radial 

gradient in plasma electron temperature without greatly affecting the radial profile of 

plasma density, and (3) providing a control on the scale length of gradient in electron 

temperature.  

Introduction of EEF divides LVPD plasma into three distinct regions of Source, 

EEF and Target plasmas. Source region covers the plasma volume between the 

cathode and the first surface of EEF, the EEF region covers the region between its two 

surfaces while the target plasma region extends from EEF second surface to the end 

plate. The EEF region provides a strong transverse magnetic field over a radial extent 

of 100 cm ( 50 cm) to stop the energetic electrons traversing from source to target 

region. The target plasma has no detectable energetic electrons and the radial 

gradients in the electron temperature can be established with scale length between 50 
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and 600 cm by controlling EEF magnetic field. Observations reveal that the role of the 

EEF magnetic field is manifested by the energy dependence of transverse electron 

transport and enhanced transport caused by the plasma turbulence in the EEF. 

  Unambiguous, identification of ETG turbulence is successfully demonstrated 

in the core region of target plasma (x ≤ 50 cm and for z = (20 - 150) cm from the 

second surface of EEF)  [24,28]. The work on ETG turbulence suggests two possible 

responsible mechanisms for slab configuration for different plasma beta regimes. In 

low plasma beta condition viz.,       the slab ETG mode is primarily driven by 

parallel compression of electron motion along the magnetic field. The compression 

effect in electron parallel motion will generate temperature and density perturbations. 

The density perturbation is out of phase to potential perturbation via ion Boltzmann 

shielding effect. The potential perturbation creates     drift, which brings cold 

electrons in a compressed region and thus lowers the pressure. The lower pressure 

attracts more electrons, further increasing the compression. This positive feedback 

loop leads to instability. While in high beta plasma,      , ETG mode becomes 

unstable similar to toroidal ETG by whistler wave and coupling of it to ETG play an 

important role in making mode unstable [22].  

 Fluctuations induced electrostatic particle flux is measured and its comparison 

is made. The radial electrostatic flux appears due to the correlation between density, 

n~  and perpendicular electric field fluctuations, E
~

i.e.,       ̃ ̃    . It is 

observed that electrostatic turbulent particle flux is radially inward in the core region 

of target plasma and has purely thermo-diffusive nature. It is also found that the 

thermo-dynamical entropy of the system is reduced due to the inward particle flux. 

This suggests that the heat flux and other dissipations together must overcome the 

entropy of the system. The equilibrium electron density and temperature profiles 
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shows centrally peaked profiles. How? Unlike in tokamaks where the particle fuelling 

is done at the edge, the filamentary plasma source in LVPD, located at its one axial 

end has filaments arranged in the periphery of a rectangle, coaxial to the device. This 

implies that central density would build up only if there is an inward particle transport 

i.e., a particle pinch. 

In the finite beta plasma of LVPD, finite magnetic fluctuations are observed. 

The radial electromagnetic flux is measured and found finite in straight field lines of 

LVPD, contrary to the predicted zero value of flux by ETG model equations for 

toroidal plasma. The EM flux develops from the correlation between parallel current, 

      of charge species,        and radial magnetic field fluctuation,    . Available 

literature suggests that significant advancement in developing an understanding is 

achieved as far as electrostatic flux contribution is concerned  [10–12,29,30] but the 

electromagnetic fluctuations driven radial flux  is still not completely explored. 

Although, the electromagnetic particle flux has been reported from many devices, 

namely, the tokamaks [31,32] , the stellerator [16] and reversed field pinch  [33–35] 

etc. but despite this, electromagnetic electron scale fluctuations induced particle 

transport remain largely unaddressed. While the effect of the electromagnetic 

fluctuations on particle transport still remain unaddressed, the streaming of charged 

particles parallel to fluctuating magnetic field is considered as a powerful transport 

mechanism, particularly if field lines wander stochastically in space [36,37] . The 

significance of magnetic fluctuations in the edge of various toroidal devices suggest 

that they are very significant in contributing to transport in different device 

configuration regimes like reversed field pinches [38] , high beta tokamaks [39], and 

tokamaks in L-H transition [40]. 
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The magnetic fluctuations can be driven by different instabilities present in the 

plasma due to inhomogeneity in plasma parameters. Basic understanding of magnetic 

fluctuation induced particle transport processes attains great interest and becomes 

potentially critical to plasma density control and understanding fast particle losses in 

future plasmas like ITER. These energetic particles are present in magnetic fusion 

devices due to external plasma heating and eventually due to fusion born α- particles. 

It is necessary that these superthermal particles are well confined while they transfer 

their energy to the background plasma [41]. As reported, magnetic fluctuations 

induced plasma transport can be large even if the fluctuation amplitude is extremely 

small  [35]. The excited magnetic field fluctuations in high-temperature machines 

have their origin lies with instabilities excited during non-inductive heating and 

current drive by energetic particles. Even, they get excited by global tearing 

instabilities that often underlie the sawtooth oscillation associated with magnetic 

reconnection and lead to plasma relaxation. The stochastic magnetic field is 

deliberately imposed in tokamak plasmas by using external coils to mitigate the edge-

localized modes excited electromagnetic particle flux [42]. However, transport due to 

magnetic fluctuations has been mainly studied indirectly by measuring runaway 

electron flux to a limiter. Such experiments are useful for probing the magnetic 

fluctuations but do not provide a local measurement of particle transport resulting 

from the magnetic field. In the past, direct measurement of magnetic fluctuation 

induced particle flux indeed has been reported but has been limited to the edge region 

of fusion devices using probes [34,35]. However, not much progress was made for the 

core plasma where the temperature is high due to the inability of measurement tools. 

In recent time, Ding et al. [33], have demonstrated measurement of magnetic 

field fluctuation induced particle transport from the core plasma of Madison RFP 
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device. The presence of stochastic magnetic field supports non-ambipolar transport 

since electrons stream rapidly along field lines. In such a situation, they report that 

measured electron flux is responsible for the rapid particle transport and it modifies 

the equilibrium density [17]. They also reported that the measured particle transport 

exceeds the expected particle diffusion when ambipolarity is maintained because of 

the slowing down of electron to ion diffusion but it agrees well with the expected 

values when ambipolarity is absent. In a theoretical sense, non-ambipolarity can exist 

only when it is balanced by an opposing non-ambipolar flux in order to maintain 

plasma quasi-neutrality. However, Stoneking et al. [35], Rempel et al. [34], and Shen 

et al. [42] have reported that particle loss induced by magnetic field fluctuations 

remains ambipolar in the edge plasma. 

In the finite plasma beta (β ∼ 0.01 - 0.4) of LVPD, the magnetic field 

fluctuations couple with the ETG mode instability to form what is dubbed as a 

whistler-ETG mode. In LVPD, Singh et al. [22], have shown that when 

electromagnetic effects are included, the ion-electron interchange symmetry breaks 

down. This is because the magnetic perturbations alter the electron dynamics; as a 

result, the parallel dynamics of ions and electron are no longer symmetric. The 

coupling of Whistler and ETG mode becomes important when the beta of plasma is 

high (i.e., β ~0.01-0.4) but W-ETG mode again becomes unstable like ETG only when 

the electron temperature gradient crosses a threshold value,       . As mentioned 

before for magnetized plasma, the electromagnetic flux in ETG background is 

expected to be zero as per the conventional ETG mode theory. The assumption was 

that the electron current fluctuation       only contributes to the total current 

fluctuation,    . The radial electron particle flux thus can be written as [43],  
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where,    
k  are wave vectors in radial and perpendicular directions 𝑎   𝐴  is vector 

potential respectively. Clearly, this vanishes because the summand is odd in poloidal 

wave number,   . 

Noticeably, we do observe finite electromagnetic flux in LVPD. Obviously, 

this means that the assumption          is broken in reality and consequently leads 

to a finite flux. This is important to note here that detailed measurement of 

electromagnetic particle flux across the radius of the LVPD has been undertaken for 

the first time. Also, a general theory of the electromagnetic particle flux in ETG 

turbulence in a straight homogeneous magnetic geometry is developed to explain 

experimental observations. 

  A finite electromagnetic radial flux is shown to result from the sluggish and 

passive parallel ion velocity fluctuations resulting from the parallel force experienced 

by ions due to ETG fluctuations. The motion is sluggish because the ion velocity 

scales as 
  

  
    and passive because this small mass ratio for Argon plasma barely 

effect the linear features of the ETG mode. Lack of magnetization of ions fails to 

produce a fluctuating radial drift of ions, which leads to no turbulent ion flux thus 

making the flux non-ambipolar. The electron flux is made of pieces resulting from 

parallel ion current fluctuations and magnetic stresses. The piece of flux resulting 

from ion current fluctuations is exactly similar to electromagnetic ion flux had the 

ions been magnetized like the ITG turbulence. Due to this morphological similarity, it 
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is dubbed here as pseudo ion flux. Quasilinear estimate is obtained for the pseudo ion 

flux which agrees well with the experimental measurement. 

In high confinement (H-mode) scenario, due to the strong     shearing in the 

internal transport barrier, ion heat transport becomes neoclassical. However electron 

thermal transport still remain anomalous because the     shearing is probably still 

not strong enough to suppress the electron scale turbulence [44]. This is the reason 

why focus has been shifted to the understanding of physics of anomalous electron heat 

transport  across the confining magnetic field,  envisaging its implications for ITER 

and advanced tokamak discharges [2,45,46]. 

Extensive work has been reported in the past on measurements of micro-

instabilities driven turbulence because of their possible role in causing energy 

transport in fusion devices [5,47–50]. Outcome from these investigations suggest that 

transport due to the Electron Temperature Gradient (ETG) driven turbulence, which is 

considered presently a major source of anomalous electron heat transport in fusion 

devices is still not properly understood. In the presence of ETG turbulence, total 

energy flux is measured and electron thermal heat conductivity is derived from the 

temperature fluctuations. For this purpose, a specially designed triple Langmuir probe 

for real-time measurement of temperature fluctuations in pulsed plasma of LVPD is 

developed. The estimated thermal flux is compared with the numerically obtained 

values from the derived formulation for slab ETG turbulence.  
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1.2 Objective and outline of the thesis 
 

In Large Volume Plasma Device (LVPD), the plasma is dressed up by making 

use of a large electron energy filter (EEF), which produces strong transverse magnetic 

field in device. The EEF divides LVPD plasma into three regions namely Source, EEF 

and Target plasmas. Target plasma of LVPD shows the instability excited due to 

presence of electron temperature gradient (ETG).  We have demonstrated in LVPD 

that the threshold condition for the ETG mode, i.e. 3/2/ ,  Tenee LL where

)/ln(1 dxndL ene  and )/ln(1 dxTdL eTe 

 
are the density and electron temperature 

gradient scale lengths are satisfied the plasma background condition for this instability 

and observed fluctuations are characterised by wavelength ordering, ie kk   1  

and frequency ordering, ei   , where  
k  is the perpendicular wave vector, 

ie  ,  are Larmor radii of electron and ion, respectively, and Ωci,, Ωce and ω  are the 

ion, electron gyro frequencies, confirms its presence in LVPD. Investigation reveals 

that the observed instability in LVPD resides in lower hybrid range of frequency and 

exhibits electromagnetic nature. The presence of such fluctuations are observed in 

most of the fusion devices and found an important role in electron heat transport. 

Several signatures of the observed turbulence are consistent with the theoretical 

predictions made for finite beta ETG modes for LVPD plasma [24].  

This thesis addresses the plasma turbulent transport problem due to electron 

scales fluctuations in LVPD (a linear plasma device) which is excited by presence of 

electron temperature gradient (ETG). The problem of plasma transport is envisaged 

over the years as a major plasma loss problem in magnetically confined fusion plasma 

devices. As no clear understanding on experimentally observed plasma transport 
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phenomena, of electron scales exists hence it has invited uninterrupted attempts in the 

domain of theoretical, computational and experimental investigations for better 

understanding of the physical phenomena responsible for it. It is predicted that small 

scale turbulence plays a major role in determining the global confinement properties 

of fusion plasmas. But due to its small scale (∼ μm ) not possible to explore in most of 

fusion devices. The motivation for this work comes from the background of micro-

turbulence induced anomalous transport problem encountered in fusion plasmas.  

Based upon the above outline, this thesis reports on the experimental 

demonstration of ETG turbulence induced particle and thermal fluxes. The contents of 

the thesis are summarized as follows. 

In Chapter 2, details on experimental setup and diagnostic system are 

provided. In this chapter, the emphasis is on the developmental work carried out 

towards the automation of device, on experimental tools and on development of 

diagnostics for carrying out investigations on ETG induced plasma transport. The 

major contributions are namely, 1) development of triple Langmuir probe diagnostics 

for real-time temperature fluctuations measurement in pulsed plasma and its floating 

power supply, 2) development of computer based control of linear probe drive for 

better spatial resolution, 3) establishment of PXI based data acquisition system with 

better bit resolution and sampling rate, 4) development of specially designed probe 

diagnostics for particle, energy and parallel electron and ion current measurements 

besides developing several MATLAB routines for carrying out data analysis. 

Microwave interferometry diagnostic for chord averaged density measurements is 

another important development carried out in LVPD during this time. It works as a 

residential diagnostic in the device for depicting state of wall conditioning after each 

vacuum break LVPD suffers and provides hands-on information on plasma density. A 
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revisit to the performance of Electron Energy Filter (EEF) for the identification of 

ETG in target plasma of LVPD is carried out. A brief description of LVPD device 

including its auxiliary systems namely, pumping system, confinement system, plasma 

source, power supplies, and diagnostic system is also provided. 

 

 

In Chapter 3, experimental study of particle transport due to electrostatic 

fluctuations is provided. In this chapter, we present results on the investigation of 

particle transport due to ETG turbulence, estimated by correlated density and potential 

fluctuations respectively. Experimentally obtained density- potential cross-correlation, 

power spectra and frequency-wave number ordering confirms that the observed 

turbulence is driven by electron temperature gradient.  The experimentally observed 

fluctuation driven ES particle flux is found negative i.e., directed radially inward. We 

correlated it with particle pinch problem of tokamaks. The plasma density maximizes 

in the core region when EEF is ON which is not the case when EEF is OFF thus 

indicating that the inward particle flux resulting from ETG fluctuations plays a 

significant role in it. Net particle flux is finite and it results because the phase 

difference, n, deviates from 
0180  in ETG dominated plasma. The observed cross 

phase angle and flux have been compared with theoretical estimates and an agreement 

is found within 20% accuracy for all radial locations. 

 

In Chapter 4, details on experimental study of particle transport due to 

electromagnetic (EM) fluctuations are described. In finite plasma beta of LVPD, EM 

particle flux is measured with specially designed array of probes. The array contains a 

pair of directional probes for parallel electron and ion current and a 3-axis B-dot probe 
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for the measurement of magnetic field fluctuations. We have found that observed EM 

flux in LVPD is non-ambipolar in nature and exhibits a finite EM flux for its open 

field like scenario, in contradiction to the prediction by slab ETG model equations 

where EM flux is predicted as zero. A quasilinear theory is proposed to explain the 

observed finite flux. This theory also suggests that the non-ambipolarity of EM flux 

may be balanced by the sum of the divergence of Maxwell stress 
 

  
         and 

    
 

  
    . The pseudo ion flux is similar to ion flux in morphology, had the 

ions been magnetized. It was demonstrated that quasi-linear estimates of the EM 

pseudo ion flux due to parallel ion current fluctuation compares well with the 

measured flux and hence the role of sluggish ion motion assumed significance. 

In Chapter 5, experimental studies on plasma energy transport due to 

electrostatic (ES) and electromagnetic (EM) fluctuations are reported. This chapter 

discusses heat flux measurement originated from finite temperature, potential and 

density fluctuations in ETG turbulence dominated plasma. Both conductive and 

convective fluxes are considered for estimating total heat flux. A specially designed 

floating TLP is developed for this purpose. The TLP assembly is capable of 

measuring simultaneously electron temperature, floating potential and plasma density 

fluctuations. The heat flux is measured and is found positive, opposite to the observed 

particle flux. Also, using ETG model equations, theoretical expression is derived for 

the estimation of heat flux due to ES and EM fluctuations. The phase angle between 

electron temperature and potential fluctuations shows a good agreement with the 

theoretical predictions derived from the ETG model equations.  

Finally, in Chapter 6, we consolidated our work enumerating on the major 

tasks that can be undertaken for further research in this field.  
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Chapter 2  
Experimental setup and 

diagnostics 
 

 

The large volume plasma device (LVPD) experimental system, imbeds several 

features, adding enough versatility to enable it to address wide variety of physical 

problems relevant to Magnetospheric and fusion plasmas. The motivation of the 

device was to understand various phenomena related to electromagnetic structures, 

waves, plasma turbulence of small and large scales, significant for fusion plasmas 

etc. [51]. The major features of it are namely, (1) large area, stable, multi filamentary 

plasma source, (2) radial and axial confinement systems, (3) LabVIEW interfaced 

pulsed power supply systems (turn off time ~ 10 μs), (4) a large solenoid, called 

electron energy filter (EEF), installed for the purpose of making plasma devoid of 

energetic electrons and for profile modifications to suit ETG turbulence studies, (5) 

plasma diagnostics like Langmuir probes, Double probe, Triple Langmuir probe, 

Microwave interferometry, B-dot probe, Centre Tapped Emissive Probe, Directional 

probes etc., (6) LabVIEW interfaced, motorised, linear motion probe drives with large 

travel length capability and (7) a 40-channel, PXI based data acquisition system with 

high sampling rate and large record length for carrying out ETG plasma transport 

studies.  

The device produces a boundary free plasma due to its large size (length = 3 m 

and diameter = 2 m), a typical photograph of device is shown in Figure 2.1 . It is 

capable of accommodating electromagnetic wave for basic study in boundary free 
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plasma condition. Its voluminous size, despite accommodating Electron Energy Filter 

(EEF) like solenoid in it leaves apart sufficiently large volume available for carrying 

out investigations of electron temperature gradient induced ETG turbulence, presently 

considered as a major source of plasma transport in fusion relevant machines in 

boundary free plasma. Uniformity of magnetic field over large dimension (1.5 m × 2.5 

m) and availability of multiple access ports (94 nos.) to plasma for visual and intrusive 

measurements provides liberty for detailed plasma investigations.  

 

Figure 2.1 Photograph of Large Volume Plasma Device (LVPD) 

The description of various subsystems in the device is as follows. The device 

details and confinement system is described in section 2.1. In section 2.2, the power 

supply system used in LVPD is described with details on the newly coupled filament 

power supply. The plasma source and plasma production are described in section 2.3. 

The large solenoid, called EEF is installed at the axial center of LVPD and is used for 
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profile modification to carrying out Electron Temperature Gradient (ETG) driven 

turbulence and induced transport studies in target plasma of LVPD. Details on this are 

described in section 2.4. The diagnostics used for carrying out ETG induced transport 

studies are detailed in section 2.5. The LabVIEW interfaced Linear Probe Drive 

(LPD) system developed for carrying out measurements, devoid of errors introduced 

due to manual intervention in probe movement over a large radial distance of LVPD is 

described in section 2.6. Finally, the chapter will close with section 2.7, where 

description on signal conditioning and data acquisition system is provided.  

2.1 Device description 
 

The experimental setup primarily includes a vacuum chamber and confinement 

system. 

2.1.1 Experimental chamber 
 

The schematic of the LVPD device with its support structure is shown in 

Figure 2.2. This is a water cooled, double walled, the cylindrical device made up of 

two Stainless Steel (SS-304) chambers, each of dimension (L = 1.5 m, ϕ = 2 m). It has 

dish-shaped SS hemispherical and motorized end covers. The two halves and the end 

covers are provided double Viton O-ring sealing. The two halves are bolted together 

permanently but are electrically isolated whereas dish ends are hydraulically clamped 

with remote operation facility. The access to the vessel is provided by 94 ports, spread 

all over the device surface. The disc ends are mounted on a movable platform [26].  

The vessel is pumped down to a base pressure of            𝑎  by a 

pumping system made up of a pair of the root (1775      – rotary (175     ) and 

Diffstak (03 nos., 1700 l/m each)- rotary (03 nos., 41.5      each) combinations.  
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The conventional gauges (pirani, penning, ionization gauge and automatic pressure 

controllers are used for monitoring and controlling filled gas pressure in the chamber. 

A water cooling system capable of delivering about 600 LPM is used to cool vacuum 

vessel, magnet coil system and cathode assembly. It maintains a temperature between 

60 -100 °C . 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic of the Large Volume Plasma Device (LVPD)  

The plasma source is in the right side of chamber as shown in Figure 2.2. Magnet 

system (Magnetic field ≤ 150 G) consists of 10 circular coils are used for radial 

confinement. 

2.1.2 Plasma confinement system 
 

The plasma confinement system consists of (1) radial confinement system and (2) 

axial confinement system. 
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2.1.2.1 Radial Confinement 

 

Figure 2.3. Schematic of 10 set of coils garlanded on LVPD to provide radial 

confinement to the plasma produced.  

The radial confinement of plasma in LVPD is provided by a set of 10 coils, 

divided into two set of coils of type A and B. Out of these, type A are 6 coils in 

numbers with dimension (ID = 2900 mm, OD = 2975 mm) and type B are 4 coils of 

dimension (ID = 2300 mm, OD = 2375 mm). The coil locations are optimized to 

produce uniform magnetic field of 150 G in the device, for the maximum current of 

300 A [26]. The axial and radial magnetic field profiles are plotted in Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4. (a) Axial profile of magnetic field produced by garlanded coils. The curve 

in blue color shows the uniform field which can modify to produce a tailored field 

x 

y 

z 
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(red color) by individually controlling the individual coil currents and (b) Radial 

profile of axial magnetic field for uniformity validation. These magnetic field profiles 

are obtained for 20 A of current fed to the coil system.  

We have added an additional feature of shunt across each coil for producing 

desired magnetic field profile. This has allowed us to make a tailored magnetic field 

profile in source side for better uniformity and helps in diminishing the effect of 

filamentation on plasma density in LVPD. The used tailored field is shown in Figure 

2.4 (a). 

 

2.1.2.2 Axial Confinement 

 

Figure 2.5. (a) Magnets in line cusp configuration in rear plate of cathode and (b) the 

obtained field pattern by using iron fillings. 

In open field line configuration, most of the plasma loss is observed along the 

field lines in both forward and reverse directions of cathode. In LVPD this is 

contained by developing a cusp field over metal plates by using permanent magnets of  

    . In the rear side of cathode, as shown in Figure 2.5, line cusp geometry is used. 

In Figure 2.6, the end plate with broken line cusp magnetic field and its magnetic field 

pattern is shown. 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Schematics of the broken line cusp arrangement in the front side plate 

of cathode for axial confinement of plasma and (b) magnetic field pattern using iron 

fillings. 

 

2.2 Power supply system 
 

The power supply system used in LVPD comprises a set of four power 

supplies namely, 1) the magnet power supply, 2) the discharge power supply, 3) the 

EEF power supply and 4) the filament power supply. The details about the magnet, 

discharge and EEF power supplies are described in other references [26,52,53], the 

10kA/20V filament power supply is installed during this thesis work. The magnet 

power supply is a 300A/600V, controlled 12 pulse AC/DC thyristorised convertor 

power supply. The power supply which can be operated in constant current or voltage 

mode has inbuilt interlocks for protection for water, pressure and temperature. It 

offers an extremely low ripple percentage at full load for voltage (0.5% peak to peak) 

and for current (0.1% peak to peak) respectively. The discharge power supply in 

LVPD was built in house and has an inbuilt feature of fast turnoff (≤ 20 µs) especially 

incorporated for carrying out active whistler wave investigations in afterglow plasma 
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free of energetic electrons. This utilizes parallel combination of 08 numbers of IGBT 

switches with equal current sharing arrangement and has a capability of delivering 4 

kA of current with fast current disruption capacity of 20 µs. This supply can be 

operated for 9.2 ms for LVPD discharges.  In similar lines, EEF power supply is 

configured for a current delivery rating of 5.2 kA /100 V by using a set of 10 IGBT 

switches. It is operated for pulse duration of 12ms.  

The filament power supply is a 3-phase high current DC power supply rated 

for 20 V and 10 kA operation. It has a 24 pulse rectifier driven by fast and precise 

firing of thyristors and regulation better than 1% of the full scale value. Internal power 

supply components have air circuit breaker for connection to the grid and thereafter 

two phase shifted transformer in star-delta connection.  

 

Figure 2.7. Electrical schematics of the 10kA/20V filament power supply. 

 

 The primary current of star configuration is at the deviation of ±7.5º with 

reference to the input supply. The primary is forced air cooled and secondary is water 
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cooled. Rectifier circuit consists of 24 thyristors for power regulation along with 4 

freewheeling diode for protection of individual stacks. Four numbers of water cooled 

DC chokes work as current combiner. The regulated output is feed to the filamentary 

cathode using suitable power transmission bars. The electrical scheme is represented 

by Figure 2.7.  The control hardware developed for its operations follows the schema 

given in Figure 2.8.  

The control system schema is based on semi-autonomous control implemented 

by two interacting controller boards. The first controller board is inside the power 

supply (named as Local power supply controller (LPSC)), which handles (a) local 

sensors and transducers, (b) power components and (c) thyristor firing circuit. In 

remote operation mode, it interacts with PC using Modbus communication on RS485 

serial bus. The LPSC is intelligent enough to shut down power supply automatically 

in case of any internal fault and also interlocked with the external trigger. The detail 

design of the control system is described in reference  [54] and schematically 

represented in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8. Control hardware of filament power supply used in LVPD. 

The power supply operates in pulsed and continuous mode. In the pulsed 

mode, pre-programmed pulsed operation in constant current (CC) or constant voltage 

(CV) can be achieved. In continuous operation mode, the interactive control of the 

current and voltages is facilitated. The pre-programmed profiles for heating of 

filaments are required because of the temperature dependent characteristic of tungsten 

filaments. These profiles are controlled using LPSC and remotely using developed 

GUI of software interface on PC. The operation of power supply in CC mode in PC is 

shown in Figure 2.8.  The software facilitates status display of current and voltage 

data using and alarm signals. It also provides facility to configure set points and 

controls interactively. The interface is standardized on Modbus to facilitate its easy 

integration. The Modbus control registers are specific to the power supply but handled 
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using generic communication protocol. The software is developed on LabVIEW 2014 

using NI Modbus library.  

 

Figure 2.9: Graphical user interface for interactive control of filament power supply. 

 

The full load testing of power supply is carried out on dummy load for 10kA. 

The control system implementation provides safe and flexible operation of the power 

supply with the existing plasma source. 

 

2.3 Plasma source and plasma production 
 

The plasma source in LVPD is a multi-filamentary plasma source, made up of 36 

tungsten filaments. These filaments are arranged inside a multi-cusp rectangular box 

of dimension (L = 1600 mm, H = 800 mm and W = 200 mm) and are distributed on 

the periphery of a rectangular backplate of dimension (1300 mm × 900 mm). The 
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cusped box is made up of ETP grade copper and is water cooled.  The primary 

electrons and plasma confinement in the plasma source is supported by continuous 

magnetic line cusp made up of Samarium-Cobalt magnets of surface magnetic field of 

      The filaments are fabricated of  tungsten wires in V- shaped geometry having 

dimension( = 0.5 mm, L = 16 cm)respectively. The filaments are screw tightened to 

molybdenum current feed through powered by current carrying isolated copper bus 

bars having cross-section (50 mm × 10 mm) and are mounted behind the cusped plate 

of anode box. The source assembly is mounted on the movable dish end dome of 

LVPD.  

Pulsed Argon plasma (         ) is produced in LVPD at a neutral pressure of 

44.0 10 mbar  by primary ionising electrons through electron impact ionization. The 

filaments are heated to a temperature of approximately 2500 K by passing a current of 

750 A at maximum voltage drop of 15 V. The filament power supply is rated for 10 

kA/ 20 V. A discharge voltage of -70 V is applied between the negative terminal of 

the filaments and the anode (device). The system, power and electronic signal grounds 

are independently configured and are branched to a unified ground. The plasma source 

is capable of producing a uniform plasma column of density,
17 -33.0 10 men   , 

electron temperature, Te ≈ 3 – 5 eV with a radial uniformity up to cm80 at an uniform 

axial magnetic field of 6.2 G in LVPD.  The schematic showing the filament assembly 

is shown in Figure 2.10. 

 

The plasma discharge current, total power consumption and water cooling 

requirements are estimated in the following subsections. The emission current density 
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is estimated from the Richardson equation, 









 KT

E
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w

TAJ exp2
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2
, where Ac = 

material dependent constant, T = emission temperature, K = Boltzmann constant and 

5.4)( forWEw eV . For LVPD, at T = 2500
0
K, Tungsten yields a current density of

23.2 /cJ A cm  and Ac = 1.2 × 10
6
 Am

-2
K

-2
 is considered for the calculation of the 

emission current density. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. The schematic showing the front and side view of the cathode in the 

filaments holding enclosure. The filaments and their electrical connections are shown 

separately for clarity. The shape to the filament is given for better emission. 

 

The total surface area of    filaments is calculated to be S
eff

filament = 6.22 × 10
-3

 

m
2
, the net current in  case of ideal conditions can be drawn from the filament system 

is Iemission = JC × S
eff

filament = 200 A This value agrees well to the experimentally 

obtained plasma discharge current of AmpI d 180
 
at an applied discharge voltage of 

   VDC. For the calculation of the predicated discharge current from the source, the 

work of Stirling et al., [55] has been adopted. The discharge current calculations are 
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carried out by balancing the production of the energetic electrons and loss rate of the 

ions. In steady state, ,0
dt

dni hence it can be written as  /ieinp nnn  , where 

pn is the density of primary ionising electrons. nn  is the neutral density, i is the 

ionization cross section,    is the velocity of the primary ionising electrons, in  is the 

ion density and   is the confinement time respectively. 

The plasma volume ( lV ), total emission area of the filaments ( filamentA ), 

primary electron loss length ( lossL ), and mean free path mfp  is considered for the 

calculation. After incorporating the terms, the final form of the equation can be 

written as, XeVnI lid /  , where mfplossLX / , and inmfp n  /1 . Substituting the 

values for total plasma volume of LVPD,        , ion density,              , 

electronic charge,             , approximated mean free path,         , 

primary electron loss length, Lloss ~ 2.5 m and confinement time,           , the 

estimated discharge current obtained is Id ~ 216 A.  

The power consumption in the source function is estimated by Stefan – 

Boltzmann Law considering the emission temperature of       . The net radiated 

power estimated as∼        . This has been compared with the actual total power 

consumption which comes out as ∼ 10.2 kW. This agrees well with the net power 

balance in the source function.  

Out of the total heat capacity of 200 kW of power supply, 90kW is being 

utilized. Half of the heat flux is considered to be falling on to the back plate surface 

area (
22.2 mALEES  ).  The rise in temperature on the back plate is calculated using 

equation, )/()( mCJqT p  where, T is the rise in temperature, )(Jq is the 
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incident heat flux in Joules, pC is the specific heat of the copper (             ), and 

m is the total mass of the copper plate (     ). It was estimated that for a heating 

operation of     , with       of incidence heat load, the temperature of the plate 

rises to        from its initial temperature. This rise in temperature is well within the 

allowable limit for safe operation of the magnets.  The rise in the surface temperature 

is estimated without any cooling effect taken into consideration whereas the back 

plates are water cooled with brazed copper tubes.  

Calculations are carried out for dissipation of effective heat load by keeping a 

maximum allowable temperature rise of T      . The heat flux dissipation is 

balanced by the displaced mass of water (mass flow rate) through cooling lines and is 

given by )/( dxdTkAQ LEES  , where Q is the total heat load, k  is the thermal 

conductivity of the material. LEESA is the effective surface area of the LEES, dT is the 

change in temperature and dx  is the thickness of the material. For a heat load of 45 

KW, mKWk /400 ,
22.2 mALEES  , and mXdx 3102.1  , dT is estimated to be 

.05.0 K   The mass flow rate required for effective heat removal through water (

Cg

J
C wp




.
18.4,

) channel is calculated as mltr /11 . The effective water flow rate 

provided to the LEES through cooling channels is approximately ./30 mltr  

2.4 Electron Energy Filter (EEF) 
 

The electron energy filter (EEF), installed in LVPD is designed for the purpose 

of scavenging the energetic electrons present in the plasma and to exert a control on 

the gradient scale length of electron temperature [27].  The design of EEF is based 

upon the previous works [56–58] ,discussing that  multi-pole cusped magnetic field 
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can be used to filter out energetic electrons. By using EEF, a plasma region devoid of 

non-thermal and primary ionizing electrons which is essential for carrying out ETG 

driven plasma turbulence and transport is established.  The EEF is a highly 

transparent( %82~ ), large aspect ratio solenoid, mounted at axial centre of device,  

produces a localized transverse magnetic field of 150G over the entire  extent of 

LVPD( m2~ ) [59].  

 

Figure 2.11. (a) EEF photograph installed in LVPD,  (b) the side view of EEF cross 

section and (c) the top view of respective coils showing extent of coils. 

 

The EEF solenoid is made up of 19 sets of coils and are made up of 155 

numbers of  Teflon coated silverized copper wire of cross section ~ 2 mm
2
 (with 

radial separation of 12mm and axial separation between its two plates~ 40mm). All 19 

coils are placed serially and are connected in parallel.  
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Figure 2.12. Field profile of EEF magnetic field (a) BEEF along the radial variation (x-

axis),(b) BEEF along the vertical (y-axis) direction and (c) BEEF along the axial 

direction (z-axis). 

The uniformity of magnetic field produced by EEF coil is shown in Figure 2.12. 

The magnetic field components along the axis of EEF are measured and are simulated 

by the magnetic field code [60]. It is observed that      is uniform along the x and y 

axis of the device. Axial magnetic field is strongly localized to        to 2 cm and is 

measured along the device axis. This ensures that the plasma dynamics far from the 

EEF will not suffer because of near EEF strong magnetic field.  

 

2.5 Plasma diagnostics  
 

In this thesis work, plasma parameters, like plasma density (  ), electron 

temperature (   ), floating potential (  ) and plasma potential (  ) are measured by 

using cylindrical Langmuir probe. Conventional emissive probes are also used to 

measure the plasma potential. Directed electron and ion fluxes are measured using 

directional probes. The magnetic fluctuations are measured using B-dot probe. The 

density and potential fluctuations are measured with Langmuir probe and temperature 

fluctuations are measured by newly developed triple Langmuir probe and its results on 

fluctuations are compared with two probe technique. A non-invasive diagnostic of 
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Microwave interferometry is developed as resident diagnostics for the measurement of 

chord averaged plasma density for knowing the exact state of plasma density. The 

detailed description on these diagnostics is given later in this section.   

2.5.1 Single Langmuir Probe (SLP) 
 

The Langmuir probe (LP) diagnostics has been in use since it was first 

introduced by Irvin Langmuir in 1960 for the measurement of basic plasma 

parameters. The LP is a small conducting electrode of any shape (sphere, cylinder or 

planer) immersed in plasma and it allows local measurement of plasma parameters. It 

should have dimension larger than the Debye length (  ). The typical electrical circuit 

of LP is shown in Figure 2.13(a) and the Langmuir probe current voltage 

characteristics are shown in Figure 2.13(b). 

 

Figure 2.13. (a) Schematics of electrical connection for Langmuir probe diagnostic 

and (b) typical I/V characteristics of Langmuir probe. 

The ideal Langmuir probe I/V characteristic can be modelled by the following 

probe current,             
                   , where        is the probe current at 

biased potential of    ,     is the electron current at the plasma potential       and 
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is defined as,      
 

 
   𝐴      , where    √

  

    
, electron average velocity,  ,    

and 𝐴    are electronic charge, electron mass and effective probe area, respectively.  

 

The typical plasma parameters of electron temperature, plasma density, plasma 

potential and floating potentials can be obtained like this. The electron temperature 

can be obtained in the following manner. The plasma parameters inferred with the 

Langmuir probe procedure are not sensitive to extrapolation of ion saturation current, 

since for       ,        hence we follow the linear extrapolation of     to get 

electron part of the probe characteristics                       for      . On 

taking the natural log of the Langmuir probe equation, we get  

           
   

   
 

   

   
  , this implies   (

  

   
)  

 

   
    

   

   
 which can be 

compared to a straight line equation,       ,  where     
  

   
;        

   

   
 

and slope   
 

   
. The temperature can be determined from inverse of the slope from 

linear region of logarithmic plot for electron current, which can be written as    

[
     

  
  ]

  

. 

The plasma density is calculated from the ion saturation current, which is 

extrapolated from conventional Langmuir probe characteristics. The expression for 

plasma density can be obtained from the ion saturation current by using the 

expression,               𝐴   , which implies    
   

          
 , where       and 𝐴    

are electronic charge, Bohm velocity and effective probe area, respectively. The 
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Bohm velocity is defined by    √
  

  
 where    is electron temperature and    is ion 

mass.  

Theoretically, plasma potential is defined as the potential where electron probe 

current get saturated but this is generally not observed in most of the experimental 

Langmuir I/V characteristics. The typical plasma potential can be obtained from the 

intersection of two lines in the logarithmic plot of electron current as shown in Figure 

2.14 (b). The intersection point is obtained by expanding the straight line on the linear 

region of      and saturated part of the curve. The more precisely plasma potential, 

  can be determined by differentiating        corresponding to maximum of        

or where 
    

     .  

The floating potential on the other hand is determined by the voltage at probe 

where it draws no net current. In general, where I/V characteristic of Langmuir probe 

shows zero current is defined as floating potential of plasma i.e.,          =0. This 

gives       
 (     )

   
      ;  

 (     )

   
   

   

   
 and       

   

 
  

   

   
, where   is 

the floating potential,   , the plasma potential,      the electron temperature and Iis is 

the ion saturation current. The ion and electron saturation currents are expressed as Iis 

=          𝐴    and               𝐴    where     √
  

  
 and      √

    

   
 

respectively. 

On substitution, we obtain the expression of floating potential in terms of 

plasma potential and electron temperature for Argon plasma as              . For 

LVPD plasma, we measured the floating potential by using high impedance unbiased 

Langmuir probe. 
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Figure 2.14. (a) shows the probe bias characteristic for probe and electron current and 

(b) the measured electron temperature for LVPD plasma in target region at x = 0 cm. 

2.5.2 Double Langmuir Probe (DLP) 
 

It consists of a pair of probes of equal area, which are mutually biased. The 

current drawn by an equal area double Langmuir probe immersed in a homogeneous 

plasma and biased to a voltage V is given by [61] ,  

   𝐴     (
    

  
)
   

    
       

    
,  where A is the area of the probe,    is the 

potential difference arising within the plasma and   is of order unit (values of 0.4-1.0) 

as reported by others [62]. 
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Figure 2.15. (a) Schematic of DP configuration, and (b) the typical I-V characteristic 

for DP measurements. 

In this technique, the probe current is limited to ion saturation current and 

requirement of the knowledge of floating potential is not needed. The expression of 

electron temperature is given by 

             𝐴       √
    

  
     &  

  

  
  ;  

       =0     & 
  

  
  𝐴       √

    

  

 

    
  

The electron temperature is estimated by using the bias voltage at 

i                  of the slopes in the two regions by    
         

 (
  

  
)
   

 

In this thesis, the DP diagnostic is used to validate the measurement of triple 

probe diagnostics by ensuring the floating condition of power supply for I/V 

measurement and by ensuring the symmetric DP I/V profiles for any pair of Langmuir 

probes in triple probe assembly. 
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Figure 2.16. The I/V characteristics of (a) single Langmuir probe  and (b) double 

Langmuir probe for plasma temperature measurement in target region of LVPD are 

shown. 

In Figure 2.16, the electron temperature,    measured with the double probe is 

compared with single Langmuir probe for the same plasma region in LVPD. This 

shows that both seems to be sampling the similar plasma temperature.  

2.5.3 Triple Langmuir Probe (TLP) 
 

The single and double Langmuir probes have been widely accepted as a 

reliable measurement tool for a continuous plasma conditions with limitation of time-

dependent measurement. However, real time measurement of electron temperature 
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and its fluctuations in pulsed plasma needs a better tool as transient plasma conditions 

restrict the use of single and double probes. Furthermore, the single Langmuir probe 

suffer problem in proper estimations of plasma parameters when measurement are 

carried out in plasma where floating potential varies with time. This has been 

improved by incorporating the use of symmetric double probe. However, voltage 

sweep is still required to obtain I-V characteristics. Later on, Chen et.al. [63] modified 

this version of Langmuir probe by Triple Langmuir Probe(TLP) for the transient 

plasma conditions.  

The TLP is based on the old technique (single Langmuir probe) and was 

formulated to instantaneously measure the plasma parameters by compromising 

minutely on spatial precision. The TLP consists of three probe tips where potential is 

applied across its two nearby tips and third one is kept floating. The three tips 

instantaneously capture three data points of the I/V characteristics, which is usually 

observed in case of SLP.  

Let us consider three probes,   ,    and    as shown in Figure 2.17, with 

identical geometric configuration and dimensions. They are placed in the plasma in 

close proximity to each other such that these probes samples same plasma condition. 

These probes will attain different potentials inside the plasma depending on the 

applied bias voltage and plasma conditions as shown in Figure 2.17 (b). In these 

probes P1 and P3 are used in double probe configuration, so the corresponding current 

must follow        .  Probe P2 is sampling floating potential of plasma. 
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Figure 2.17. Schematic of (a) electrical connection for triple Langmuir probe 

diagnostic, and (b) potential diagram for three probes of TLP. 

 

The validity of the probe theory requires the following assumption namely, 1) 

the electron energy distribution in the plasma is Maxwellian, 2) the mean free path of 

the electrons is much larger than both the thickness of the ion sheath around each 

probe and the probe radius, and 3) the thickness of ion sheath is smaller than the 

separation between probes, so that the interaction effects among the probes is 

negligible. The equation for currents for each probe can be written as  
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 (     )
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 (     )
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where     𝐴    𝐴    (
   

    
)
   

 ,        𝐴    𝐴    (
   

  
)
   

 ,     and 𝐴  are 

electron and ion saturation current, plasma potential and probe area respectively. 

Assuming that the geometrical probe area and corresponding ion saturation current for 

each probe are equal, i.e.                                    Using equation (2 - 4), 

one can yield a current ratio,  
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 (     )

   
  

    
 (     )

   
     

 (     )

   

  .   By taking into 

account        and      since probe    samples the floating potential of the 

plasma, the expression reduces to 
  

    
        

    

   
 . For the 

condition,    
    

   
  , the temperature can be estimated from    

   

     
 

     

     
. 

The instantaneous electron temperature is determined by choosing the proper scaling 

in measurement of potential difference,      between floating to positive probe of 

double probe combination. The critical requirement of TLP diagnostic necessitates 

good floating ness for the measurement circuitry. For meeting this requirement, we 

developed in-situ, a versatile electronics circuitry consisting of a floating voltage 

generator and floating measurement card.   

2.5.3.1 Pulsed power supply System 
 

We developed a battery based floating power supply, which uses 12 DC 

batteries (each of + 12 V) to give rise sweep voltage of        in push pull mode. 

This power supply can be utilized for both, ramping as well as fixed biasing of the 

probe system. The typical block diagram of the circuitry is shown in Figure 2.18(a).   

The two output ends of this power supply can have a maximum range of        . 

Here, individual ends can go to a maximum of      .  The typical voltage on two 
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terminals of output is shown in Figure 2.18(b(i)) and Figure 2.18( b(ii)). The coupled 

out voltage as differential output is shown in Figure 2.18(b) (iii).  

 

Figure 2.18. (a) Schematic of the floating bipolar / balanced sweeping circuit for 

symmetric bias span to P1(+) and P3(-) probes and (b) voltage measured at P1(+) and 

P3(-) probes in (b(i)) and (b(ii)) during the plasma shot with 10X probe shows shifting 

of potential due to the floating behaviour in plasma. The differential voltage appearing 

across these probes is shown in b(iii)) which is obtained by the subtraction. This 

exhibits nice symmetry needed for the double probe measurements.  

 

2.5.3.2 Floating measurement circuitry  
 

The measurement scheme adopted for TLP is such that one of the three probes 

is always floating while other two are biased with respect to each other. All the probes 

are however, floating with respect to device ground or measurement ground (both are 

same), and the biasing of the probes is with respect to each other. Since the probes 

have references through the plasma, the biasing circuit has a different ‘ground’ or 

reference voltage. The measurement is, therefore, undertaken with extremely large 
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input impedances of IC PA85 which upon powering brings extremely large ground 

isolation (        ). The electrical schematic is shown in Figure 2.19. The scheme 

consists of three closely spaced, identical probes called as   ,    and    arranged in 

specific design to sample similar plasma condition.  

 

Figure 2.19. Schematic showing scheme of high impedance, high bandwidth TLP 

diagnostics in LVPD. 

The scheme involves the measurement of ion saturation (    ) current by the 

biased   and    against an applied floating biased potential along with the 

measurement of  floating potential by    with respect to ground. The electron 

temperature is determined with the real-time measured potential difference of the 

positive biased terminal and floating potential terminal and is estimated by    

           . The accuracy in temperature measurement is ensured by choosing 

Vd3 sufficiently high (        , where Vd3 is the voltage between P1and P3 

probes). In this situation, the probe draws only ion saturation current. We obtained a 

correct voltage range of     for each radial position to measure electron temperature 

and compared it with a single probe measurement.  A brief description of 
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measurements carried out in target plasma of LVPD is provided by the newly 

developed TLP. 

2.5.3.3 Validation of Double Probe Configuration for TLP in LVPD  
 

The identical nature of I/V characteristics when different pair of probes of TLP 

is used in DLP configuration suggests that the geometrical area, as well as plasma 

conditions, are same around the 3- TLP tips. The electron temperature is estimated 

from the formulation described above.  

 

Figure 2.20. (a) Single Langmuir probe characteristics for electron temperature 

measurement and (b) double probe characteristics validating symmetry needed for 

TLP.  

 

2.5.3.4 Determination of bias potential for Te measurements  
 

The proper measurement of electron temperature by a TLP requires the right 

selection of fixed bias voltage,     for a given plasma potential. Work reported by 

SinLi  [63] and Ghosh  [64] mentioned that the improper selection of bias voltage 

leads to the wrong estimation of electron temperature.  
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Figure 2.21. Variation in measured temperature by TLP at different, Vd3. 

They proposed that     should follow,                . In our 

investigations, we have first identified proper Vd3 then carried out the measurement for 

electron temperature and fluctuations using TLP.  

 

Figure 2.22. Comparison of radial variation of mean electron temperature measured 

by TLP with (a) single Langmuir probe and fluctuation levels with (b) two-probe 

technique, respectively.  
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As shown in Figure 2.22(a), we have estimated electron temperature,    using 

TLP circuitry for different fixed bias values of     in the scale of      The measured 

value of    is compared with SLP, which approaches it very closely for mean 

temperature whereas the temperature fluctuations are compared with the fluctuations 

measured using two probe technique [24]. We observed that, for      ranging between 

5 V to 15 V, the measured temperature and temperature fluctuations approaches 

closely the SLP and two probe method measurements. 

 

2.5.4 B-dot probe 
 

The finite plasma beta ( ∼    
   

   ≫ me/mi) in LVPD shows significant magnetic 

fluctuations. The magnetic field fluctuations are important from the perspective that 

they play an extremely important role to identifying the nature of plasma turbulence as 

well as to understand turbulence induced particle and energy transport. These 

magnetic field fluctuations can be measured by use of miniaturized solenoid based on 

Faraday's law of induced voltage. The voltage picked up by the probe is, 

dttNAdBdtdNtV /)()/()(    where N is number of turn and A is area of solenoid. 

This small solenoid is known as Magnetic probe (B-dot probe).  

In this thesis, magnetic field fluctuations are measured by using a 3 axis B-dot probe. 

This probe is configured in bi-filer geometry and is capable of measuring all the 3- 

components of the magnetic field in the frequency band of (1-100) kHz. The design 

and construction are based on the Everson model of B-dot probe [65]. Its design 

eliminates electrostatic pickup, reduce physical size and increase the signal to noise 
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ratio while maintaining a high bandwidth. The bifilar configuration ensures significant 

rejection of capacitive pickup which is excited due to the capacitive charging of probe 

during the plasma discharge. The probe is tested for capacitive rejection, inductive 

pickup and frequency response. An electrical equivalent of B-dot probe is shown in 

Figure 2.23(a). The frequency response of B-dot probe in a uniform magnetic field of 

Helmholtz probe is shown in Figure 2.23(b). 

The probe is calibrated for inductive pickup in plasma. Figure 2.23 ( c) shows the 

pickup voltage when the probe is rotated between  1800 . Marginal asymmetry is 

observed between signals of 0 and 180, the reason for this may be due to the 

capacitive corruption. Here, zero is considered when the flux cutting surface is 

transverse to the field lines. In Figure 2.23 (d), the B-dot probe is calibrated for its 

response in plasma. The flux cutting surface of the probe rotated through 360 to 

obtain a symmetric cosine waveform for pure inductive signal in plasma. A marginal 

deviation is again observed in the cosine waveform indicating minor poisoning due to 

capacitive pickup. The effect of the capacitive pickup is taken care in calculating the 

electromagnetic particle flux by the ratio of signals obtained at 0 and 90 with respect 

to
zB . 
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Figure 2.23. The electrical equivalent of the B-dot circuit is shown in (a). The probe 

eliminates capacitive effects by following the expression Vout=VA1A1’–

VB1B1’=Vind1+Ves1 – (-Vind2 + Ves2). Almost flat frequency response is observed in (b) 

for the probe for frequency between 1-100 kHz. The input signal fed to the Helmholtz 

probe is shown in (c) and inductive responses of B-dot probe obtained for different 

orientations w.r.t. the Helmholtz magnetic field are shown in (d). 

 

2.5.5 Directional Langmuir Probe (DP) 
 

A directional Langmuir probe is an ordinary Langmuir probe with shielding 

provided by insulating structure [Figure 2.24]. The shielding restricts the solid angle 

through which the probe collects particles. The directional Langmuir probe is useful in 

direct measurement of particle flux in any particular direction [66,67]. 
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Figure 2.24. Schematic of the directional probe used for the measurement of parallel 

electron and ion current respectively. Blue color shows the ceramic material. 

 

For the measurement of ion current, it collects the component of ion-saturation 

current along the particular direction of the flow velocity. One can determine the ion 

flow velocity in any particular direction by the ion-saturation current measurement in 

two opposite direction, as the current is different in the two opposite directions if flow 

exists. The simplified expression for flow velocity determination is   
 

  
 

 

 
  

           

           
, where M is Mach number and   is calibration factor. The directional 

probe technique is also utilized for the measurement of parallel electron current, 

       and ion current density fluctuations,      for determining the electromagnetic 

particle flux, which is given by     
  

 

  
           . 

2.5.6 Emissive Probe 
 

Emissive probe is a floating heated Langmuir probe. It is used for measuring 

locally the mean plasma potential, p  and its fluctuations, p .  Emissive probe is 
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based on floating potential, f measurement, which in plasma correlates the local 

plasma potential, p  and electron temperature, eT  by the expression, epf T  , 

where   depends on electron and ion saturation current of plasma [68]. 

 

Figure 2.25. (a) Schematic of emissive probe assembly showing both conventional 

and centre tapped configurations and (b) floating potential variation with different 

heating current of emissive probe to get the correct plasma potential value. 

 

In general for heated probe, the floating potential can be related to plasma 

potential by the expression,           
   

       
, here    and     are electron and 

ion saturation current respectively. The     is the emitting electron current from 

heated probe. When emitting current is sufficiently high then            , the 

floating potential of heated probe thus becomes equivalent to local plasma potential. 

In LVPD, we have used the centre tapped emissive probe, which is capable of 

measuring real time plasma potential. 
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2.5.7 Microwave Interferometry 
 

For target plasma of LVPD, we have developed a facility as shown in Figure 2.26 

to measure chord averaged plasma density by using microwave interferometry 

diagnostics [69]. The whole purpose behind developing this residential diagnostic is to 

monitor regularly the plasma density formation after every vacuum break of LVPD. 

As target plasma has comparatively less plasma density than source plasma hence 

glow discharge cleaning takes longer time to bring back the wall conditions in the 

target region, hence direct monitoring of plasma density is very useful during this 

phase, which is done by using the microwave diagnostics. This technique uses the 

modification in the free space propagation of electromagnetic wave due to electrical 

properties of the plasma and measures the plasma refractive index. In this technique, 

power from a single source of monochromatic electromagnetic radiation is splitted 

into two parts. After traveling equal optical length both waves recombines to produce 

an interference pattern. When used for plasma, one of the wave traverses through it. 

This introduces a path difference in the two arms, which resulted in the distortion in 

the interference pattern obtained without plasma. A proper analysis of phase shift 

from initial fringe can provide information about the plasma density.  
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Figure 2.26. Schematic of a microwave interferometry system for chord averaged 

density measurement in target plasma. 

 

Mathematically this can be represented by considering two-beam interference. 

Here, monochromatic field           and               are added together, 

with some phase difference   between them. In plasma this phase difference is 

introduced by plasma itself. The total field can be given by, 

                     . The power detected, by a square law detector is 

proportional to |  |
 , which is given by 

|  |
              [  

     

  
    

     ]  

The output intensity consists of a DC part and a varying part with dependency on 

    . The phase difference information is thus extracted from the measured intensity 
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which caters for the line averaged plasma density with appropriate selection of 

conversion factor. In plasma, refractive index,    is defined by  /1 22

pN  , 

where    √         plasma frequency and    is wave propagating though the 

plasma. The phase difference in plasma can be expressed in terms of refractive index 

as    ∫     
 

 
 𝑙 and subsequently this can be related to plasma density, 

    
 

    
∫   𝑙 , where           

 . This gives information about the chord 

averaged plasma density. 

 

In the design of μ-wave interferometry for LVPD, we have primarily focussed 

on two parameters namely, 1) the required source frequency and 2) the expected 

plasma density. The estimation of source frequency is carried out by using the 

expression of plasma frequency, menep 0

22 /  , where mF /1054.8 12

0

 , p ; 

the plasma frequency, m  , the mass of electron, and Ce 19106.1  ; the charge of 

electron. The plasma frequency becomes, GHznf ep 983.8 . For 
312101  cmne , 

the obtained plasma frequency is GHzf p 9 . We have thus chosen the source 

frequency as three times the plasma frequency i.e., GHzf 220  . 

 

The density is estimated from Lecmn ee

2

0 /2   which reduces to 

Lfne /10183.1 6   at GHzf 22  . For a plasma column of cross-sectional length 

of 2m, the final expression correlating density with phase shift assumes becomes 

16103/1 en , where  is expressed in radians. Investigations are carried out in 
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LVPD for calibrating the performance of the diagnostics for different plasma 

densities. The varying plasma densities are obtained by controlling the emission from 

the filamentary source. We have kept the ambient magnetic field same so that nature 

of plasma should not change. The result in Figure 2.27 suggests that using this 

diagnostics, we can resolve fringes correspond to a plasma density of ne ~ 10
10

 cm
-3

. 

 

 

Figure 2.27. (a) Shows the variation of discharge current for different filament 

emission and (b) the measured microwave interferometry signal with different 

discharge currents. An arbitrary shift is given to each signal for visualization of 

detector output signals. 

 

 

2.6 Linear probe drive 
 

An automated electro-mechanical linear drive system for the positioning of the 

plasma diagnostics has been designed and implemented in LVPD [70]. In total 12 
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electro-mechanical assemblies, which are orchestrated using the Modbus 

communication protocol on 4-wire RS485 communications to meet the experimental 

requirements.         

 

Figure 2.28. (a) Schematic of LPD mounted in LVPD to install diagnostics for radial 

measurements and (b) the photograph of a pair of LPD mounted in the device. 

 

The mechanical assembly has two components: (i) lead screw-based structure 

and (ii) Wilson feed-through-based probe shaft assembly. Figure 2.28 (a) shows the 

schematic of these 12 numbers of electromechanical probe drives fixed to the LVPD 

and Figure 2.28 (b) shows the photograph of a pair of installed LPD in the horizontal 

plane. The lead screw assembly (L = 1500 mm) comprises of two parallel running 

support structures (Aluminium) having a guide “V” groove to guide the movable nut 

in a horizontal plane. The “V” grooved support channel is having a length of  1500 

mm, with rectangular cross section 60 mm × 25 mm. The “V” groove angle is 

fabricated with a triangle point smoothened, and the angle is maintained at 60 °. The 

rectangular nut made out of an Aluminium block having a “V” type protrusion is 

accommodated between the parallel support structures and has inner threading 
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matched to the pitch of the lead screw. The parallel support structures are bolted with 

flat plate lead screw arrestors (Aluminium) at both ends. Flat support plate arrestors 

are designed with a spacer washer (SS304) and non-magnetic bearing housing. The 

inner diameter of the bearing housing is matched with the unthreaded end leads of the 

lead screw. 

The device end of the arrestor plate is curved at one end, and holes on it (ϕ = 9 

mm) are matched with the holes of pre-existing diagnostic posts on a pitch centre 

distance (145 mm). The tail end of the arrestor plate is used to generate wall 

mountable support from the roof top for the electromechanical assembly. The stepper 

motor assembly along with the encoder unit is mounted horizontally on the tail end 

arrestor plate. The lead screw is made of SS304 and is connected to the non-magnetic 

bearing at two ends. The housing of bearings passes through the rectangular guide nut 

along the length of the probe drives structure. The screw is a trapezoidal ACME13 

(American Acme general purpose thread, ref. American national Standards 

(ANSI/ASME B1.5)) threaded rod (  = 25.6 mm, L = 1500 mm). In order to move 

larger distances in the z direction in reasonable time without sacrificing the positional 

accuracy, the pitch of the screw is selected as 5 threads per inch (TPI). The lead screw 

is housed in the lead screw arrestor plates. The screw is supported by the ball bearings 

at the ends. The motor is coupled to the probe drive lead screw with a metal-rubber 

bushing assembly so that initial torque is not directly transferred to the lead screw.  
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Figure 2.29. Positional error measured due to backlash between the travelling nut and 

the lead screw showing accuracies better than 3 mm measured for total travel length 

of 600 mm. 

 

The lead screw is lubricated with silicon grease for its smooth operation. The 

limit switches are mounted at two ends to set the desired maximum forward and 

backward travel lengths for the probe shaft, and for providing additional safety to the 

diagnostics. The effective travel length thus becomes of 1000 mm or less, as desired. 

The performance of the LPD is shown in Figure 2.29.  

A vacuum interface to the probe shaft is provided through the Wilson feed-

through, mounted directly to the diagnostic port. The end to end vacuum interface is 

matched with a 40KF coupler. The vacuum interface has been tested for a leak rate 

better than      𝑎 . The atmospheric end of the probe shaft is connected to the 

BNC-based vacuum compatible instrumentation feed through for taking a probe 

signal. The alignment and calibration of the mechanical system are carried out to 

ensure the smooth linear motion of the probe shaft. The pitch of the lead screw is 

needed as an input to the software for exactly calculating the number of rotations 
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required for the linear motion of the probe within the vacuum vessel. The probe shaft 

moves through the horizontal port, perpendicular to the device magnetic axis. The 

horizontal axis of the probe shaft is maintained by two point supports at (1) the 

Wilson feed through and (2) probe shaft holder plate. 

 

2.7 Spectral analysis and data acquisition system 

 

2.7.1  Spectral analysis  
 

The spectral analysis for the thesis work is performed to identify the nature of 

turbulence by determining   frequency band, wave number, cross correlation, cross 

power, coherency, and phase angle of observed fluctuations in different plasma 

parameters. 

 

2.7.1.1 Frequency power spectrum 
 

The technique of frequency spectrum are well developed in past. In short, if       

and       are representing two fluctuation quantity which are simultaneously 

measured at two location    and   . The observed fluctuations can be written as 

Fourier superposition as 

      ∫               ⃗    ⃗⃗⃗⃗    
 

  
 &      ∫               ⃗    ⃗⃗⃗⃗    

 

  
 , where     ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗  

is the wave vector as a function of frequency or the dispersion relation of the system. 

The Fourier transform of the fluctuations can be written as                    and 

                   .Computing the cross power spectral density function      , 
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we find that          
          |     |           , where           is 

known as vector distance of the separation of two points where fluctuations are 

measured. The absolute value of cross-power and phase is given by |      |  

|     | and               . The wave number is then calculated from the phase 

such that,      
      

  
. We have used covariance for the analysis, which is defined 

in terms of the auto and cross power spectrum as follow;     
|      |

√            
. It is the 

degree of cross-correlation between       and        at each frequency and if 

|      | is zero at a particular frequency then it signals incoherency at that frequency. 

Similarly, if |      |    then       and       are coherent for a given f and if 

         then the signals       and        are partially coherent at that frequency. 

This is also a measure of signal to noise ratio. The presence of background noise 

reduces the coherence to < 1. 

2.7.1.2 Wavenumber frequency spectrum 
 

The wavenumber spectrum technique is developed based on the work of Beall et. 

al. [71]. Following this technique, we have used the large fluctuations data for ion 

saturation current and potential fluctuations from a pair of closely separated probes. It 

determine the power distribution of fluctuation data for each   and   simultaneously 

which is represented as       . In the technique determining wave-number spectrum, 

M ensembles of length T provides discrete sample spectra of elementary band with 

       , which is computed for each record. Each record consists of N samples of 

fluctuations data for each probe. The sampling interval        must be short 

enough so that the         frequency must be greater than the highest frequency of 

any significant frequency components to avoid aliasing in FFT in time. 
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The sample cross spectrum is determined by the auto power of two probe signal 

for each ensemble              
                            , then the 

sample wave number is given by     
    

  
   where            

    

    
 .The 

maximum wave number will be limited by the separation,   , which is  
 

  
 

     
 

  
 . The local wavenumber and frequency spectra         is computed by 

summing the sample power values       at a fixed frequency from those records 

which have a sampled local wavenumber in the range   to      and dividing by 

M;         
 

 
∑  |    |            

 

 
             , where           

      [
              
                                  

].These procedural steps are followed for all set 

of ensembles of large data sets and statistical averaging is performed. The procedure 

followed here yields the local wavenumber spectral density,        which yields 

several important observables. 

 

2.7.2  Data acquisition system 
 

The physics experiments require capable support from data acquisition system 

(DAQ) to understand complex plasma processes taking place within the device. 

During the thesis work, a new data acquisition system has been procured and 

integrated. The system is designed to handle requirements of LVPD system but it is 

generic enough to be used in multipurpose laboratory plasma experiments. The 

adopted tools and techniques are useful contribution in the area of machine control 

system development. The complexity of design is discussed in following section with 

adopted hardware and software solutions. 
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2.7.2.1    Requirements 
 

2.7.2.1.1 Physics requirements 

 

Physics problems ranging from the excitation of whistler structures to plasma 

turbulence, especially, exploring the linear and non- linear aspects of electron 

temperature gradient driven turbulence and plasma transport across entire cross 

section of device has been proposed. Pursuit of producing plasma devoid of energetic 

electrons and to exert a control on electron temperature gradient, the electron energy 

filter (EEF), a variable aspect ratio solenoid which divides plasma into three distinct 

regions has been installed. The plasma conditions in the three regions are quite 

different from each other. Further carrying out investigation over entire cross section 

of LVPD, the exciting problem of plasma transport (using streamers, zonal flow etc.), 

non-linear structures in background of ETG and understanding of role of energetic 

electrons and their loss mechanism, require data from large number of diagnostics 

simultaneously. The large sized plasma of LVPD and existence of three distinct 

plasma regions have not only scaled up the diagnostic requirements but also enhanced 

the sampling rate and record length requirements of the measurement system for  

better understanding of spectral characteristics of the excited turbulence.  

To carry out these investigations, proper interfacing of the instrument and 

reconstruction of the signals generated by the diagnostics is needed. The required 

diagnostics are classified into two categories for making DC and turbulent signal 

measurements. First category is of resident diagnostics, where equilibrium plasma 

parameters are measured whereas second category handles those diagnostics which 

are dedicated for measuring the fluctuating signals. The measurements under former 

category are limited to a frequency range of ≤ 150 kHz, hence DAC system cards are 
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chosen with sampling rate of ≥ 5 MHz while for later category signals, the sampling 

requirements are met by signal cards having frequency response of ≥ 150 MHz 

respectively. One of the important requirements of any data acquisition system is its 

capability of resolving the signal amplitude. In LVPD, this requirement is essentially 

felt while estimating the mean temperature and temperature fluctuations. The 

temperature is estimated from the I/V curve which gives a measure of ion to electron 

current in a single sweep of bias to Langmuir probe. It addresses a large signal 

variation in probe current in a single sweep to the Langmuir probe. The probe current 

typically varies from 100 µA (5 mV) to 50 mA (2.5 V) respectively. This requires a 

data acquisition system with good digitization capability. To sample fluctuations, it is 

required that in each single I/V sweep, the probe current should undergoes sampling 

for at least 1000 times to extract a meaningful intelligence from the data acquired. 

Thus the minimum sampling rate required for such measurements should be ≥ 150 

MHz.  Beside this, factors like redundancy, availability of on board memory, 

administrative, service, support, available technology choices and economic factors 

are considered while making selection for the appropriate instrumentation cards of 

DAC system. In summary, the key signal requirements are summarized as follows: 1) 

32 single ended channels with sampling rate of ≥ 5 MHz, 12 bit and 2) for resolving 

signals for temperature, 8 single ended channels with sampling rate of ≥ 150 MHz, 10 

or 12 bit respectively. 

 

2.7.2.1.2  Operational requirements 

 

The device operates in the pulse mode (single or multiple pulses) with repetition   
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cycle of 1 Hz. This implies that in every second, plasma discharge is produced and the 

data is acquired from the diagnostics signals. This limitation arises due to heat 

handling capacity of the vacuum vessel. The pulse duration is decided by the capacity 

of the discharge power supply. The discharge power supply duration is kept ms2.9 . 

We acquired signals with sufficient pre and post trigger margins ( ms5.2~ ) to assist 

analysis. Total acquisition duration is ms15~ . The data acquisition system must be 

able to strike 108  discharges in burst mode, this leads to the acquisition length of > 

100 ms. In this thesis, we focused on data acquisition system leaving aside discussion 

related to operation of other subsystems such as magnet coils, power supplies, vacuum 

production system etc. which was already referred in the past by other researchers.  

2.7.2.2 System description 
 

The device offers large access facility through multiple diagnostics ports (~94) 

where each port is equipped with variety of diagnostics. It lays down the design 

requirement of a high channel count system. It is challenging as firstly, it leads to the 

synchronization in terms of timing and data access among different I/O boards. 

Secondly, complexity due to the signal characteristic pattern originated from various 

plasma diagnostics which thus requires suitable selection of hardware’s. The hardware 

includes signal conditioning and host controller having multiple I/O boards. Thirdly, 

the voluminous data management across shared instrumentation bus hosting multiple 

boards requires specialized hardware and software solutions. A state of art data 

acquisition system has been implemented using PXIe instrumentation bus based 

hardware. The PXIe system has capability to measure 32 signals at maximum 60 MHz 

sampling and 8 signals at maximum 1.25 GHz sampling frequency. This system has 
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successfully demonstrated the solution of design issues concerning high channel 

count, high speed data acquisition, data streaming and multi board synchronization.  

(a) Hardware solution 

The PXIe stands for PCI bus for instrumentation. It is a high speed parallel bus 

providing 6 GB/s shared data bandwidth across multiple hardware boards. It is 

available in 3U size and can be accommodated in standard 19” rack. Used hardware 

solution is described in Table 1. 

Table 2.1. The hardware solutions used for the development of LVPD data acquisition 

system. 

Hardware item Model/ Make Specifications / Description 

Chassis (1 No.) NI PXIe 1085 19”, Hybrid chassis 

Controller (1 No.) NI PXIe 8135 Intel 7 controller, 8GB RAM, 250GB 

Acquisition board type 1 (4 

Nos.) 

NI PXIe 5105 60MS/sec, 12 bit, 50Ω and 1MΩ, 

External Triggering 

Acquisition board type 2 (2 

Nos.) 

NI PXIe 5162 1.25 GS/sec, 10 bit,50Ω and 1MΩ, 

External Triggering 

Timing and 

Synchronization board ( 1 

Nos.) 

NI  PXIe 

6674T 

On board clock synchronization  

Local Storage solutions   

Interfacing controller card NI PXIe 8348 PXIe based RAID controller 

RAID hard disk NI HDD 8266 3 TB RAID (24 disk of 146 GB each) 
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The testing of the data acquisition system involves standalone and integrated 

testing of each board. Firstly, in the standalone testing mode, the characteristic 

parameters of each board is tested to verify compliance to the specifications using in-

house developed software. Secondly, the integrated performance of the system is 

verified using signals received from signal generator source. Subsequently, the system 

is integrated to the centralized signal conditioning hardware which feeds signals from 

real world diagnostic equipment’s. We found that system is performing to the criteria 

laid down.  

 

(b) Software solution 

The software is designed in-house for single or multiple pulse operation of the 

device. It is completely configurable and generic enough for multipurpose laboratory 

plasma investigations. The software design is complex due to handling of multiple 

configurations and status registers (on boards), operating modes, synchronization, data 

access and transfer metaphors and inter-process communication mechanism involved. 

It is designed on specialized PXIe instrumentation bus and requires specialized 

libraries and communication methods. The software architecture is based on 

confluence of object oriented and data flow techniques of software engineering. It is 

novel in the hybrid architecture where object orientation in the upper layer facilitates 

reusability and maintainability whereas lower layer deals with the board configuration 

and handling using data flow mechanism. Software have an incremental testing 

approach in the design and testing. We have tabulated various tools and techniques 

used for its development in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. Different software solutions used for the development of DAC are 

tabulated. 

Control System Development Platform 

Win.7 Pro. Ser. pack 1 Windows OS is the specialized version for embedded 

controller. 

LabVIEW  2014 LabVIEW is a control system development platform. 

Libraries Used 

NI platform services Driver libraries used by motherboards chips for PXIe 

controllers and boards. 

NI Scope 14.0 It is library for high speed digitizer board handling. 

NI Sync 14.5 It is library for timing and synchronization board handling. 

 

In summary, the main features of the designed DAQ software are namely, 1) 

Configuration of each signal characteristic parameters such as termination resistance, 

signal range, volts per division etc., 2) Configuration of boards parameters such as 

selection, sampling frequency, record length etc.,  3) Configuration of hardware or 

software triggering mechanism, pre and post pulse samples etc., 4) Visualization of 

single pulse or burst of pulses acquired by selected modules, 5) Graphical signal 

visualization and analysis facility, and 6) Load and save of configuration and acquired 

data. 

The software follows pulsed acquisition logic which is represented by Figure 

2.30. It reads the configuration data from user for each channel and the module 
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initializes accordingly and waits for trigger. As soon as trigger received, the single or 

multiple pulse data in read and analysed by the user in online mode. If data is useful 

data then it is recorded on the local hardware storage. 

There are two kinds of acquisition formats used. (a) .xml based format for 

loading and saving of the configuration data and (b) LabVIEW based binary (.tdms) 

file format for acquired data. The .xml format was chosen for compliance to standard 

and future use for configuration from any authorized PC on the IPR network. The 

binary format is a compressed format for archival of voluminous data. A separate 

utility has been developed for the transfer of data from tdms file to text files so that 

analysis can be carried out by data analysis software such as matlab, gnuplot etc. 

 

Figure 2.30. The schematic of the control logic of the developed software for DAQ 

system. 

 

2.7.2.3 Developmental results 
 

In order to test the integrated performance of the developed system, It is 

important to configure board and channels as represented by Figure 2.31.  
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Figure 2.31. The I& C configuration user interface developed for DAC system. 

 

The user interface shows a test case for 15 second pulse where all modules are 

connected. A typical plasma pulse acquired by PXIe based data acquisition system 

and subsequently transferred to the database server is represented by Figure 2.32.  It 

shows that EEF solenoid pulse started before the discharge pulse and ended after 

discharge pulse. During the discharge duration, data is acquired using Langmuir probe 

diagnostics. The effort to auto transfer data into database in the recently procured high 

end data server hardware and automatic analysis software tasks are under process. 
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Figure 2.32. Graphical user interface to visualize data acquired by 40 channels (some 

channels are repetitively feed for the test). 
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Chapter 3  
Experimental study of 

particle transport due to 

electrostatic fluctuations 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, we have discussed the observations of turbulent particle flux in the 

core region of LVPD plasma due to presence of Electron Temperature Gradient 

(ETG) turbulence. Since plasma profile in EEF ON condition satisfied the background 

condition for ETG turbulence i.e., ηETG =Ln /LTe >2/3,where Ln and LTe  are density and 

temperature gradient scale lengths, respectively, and observed fluctuations follows the 

frequency and wavenumber ordering of ETG mode. We have identified two extreme 

configurations of EEF, where in first one ETG turbulence is excited and in second one 

no signature of it is observed. The spectral features of the fluctuations such as power 

spectra, cross - correlation, ),( kS  and the crucial relationship with plasma 

parameters are considered to characterize the ETG turbulence. 

We compared the radial electrostatic particle flux with theoretical estimates 

derived from ETG model equations and provided a theoretical explanation for the 

observed flux. We found that particle flux results are due to the finite phase difference 

(deviated from 180°) between the density and potential fluctuation, for ETG mode.  
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The cross phase angle from the investigations agrees well with the cross phase 

angle due to the non-adiabatic ion response resulting from the wave particle resonance 

of the ETG mode with the ions. The flux obtained by this model is likely hybrid of 

pure diffusion and thermo-diffusion since it cannot be splitted distinctly into these two 

parts. However, in the core plasma where flat density exists, the flux becomes purely 

thermo-diffusive. Observations have shown the existence of particle pinch like 

scenario in core region of target plasma of LVPD due to inward radial transport of 

particle flux.  

The remaining part of the chapter is organized as follows: The experimental setup 

and diagnostics are described in section 3.2. Identification of ETG turbulence is 

discussed in section 3.3. Section 3.4 describes the theoretical justification for ETG 

turbulence based on experimental observations. The plasma transport study with its 

theoretical explanation is presented in section 3.5. Finally, the summary and 

concluding remarks are given in section 3.6. 

3.2 Experimental setup and diagnostics  
 

The experimental setup primarily consists of: (1) the LVPD device [14], (2) the 

Electron Energy Filter (EEF) [15], (3) particle flux probes for diagnostics of 

electrostatic and electromagnetic fluctuations, and (4) the PXI based data acquisition 

system. The LVPD is a double walled, water cooled SS304 vacuum chamber having a 

diameter ~ 200 cm and length ~ 300 cm supplemented by a combination of rotary-

root-diffstak vacuum pumps, capable of pumping the system to a base pressure of 2 × 

10
-6

 mbar. 
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Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic diagram of experimental setup, the layout  shows internal 

components marked as (1) back plate (2) EEF coil assembly (3) Langmuir Probe (4) a 

pair of B-dot and Langmuir probes (b) cross section view of LVPD showing the 

filament assembly arranged in a rectangular geometry (130 cm × 90 cm) in the source 

region. 

 

The Electron Energy Filter (EEF) is a rectangular shaped varying aspect ratio 

solenoid consisting of 155  number of individual coils arranged in 19 sets and has a 

width of 4 cm. The EEF produces a uniform transverse magnetic field of Bx ~ 160 G 

with input current of 2 kA for an EEF activation length of 1 m (central 13 coils)  [27]. 

EEF divides LVPD plasma into three distinct experimental regions namely, source, 

EEF and target plasmas. The source region embeds multi-filamentary plasma source, 

the EEF region is described by the plasma volume enclosed by the solenoid itself and 

the target region is the region between EEF and end plate. The cumulative effects of 

EEF are; firstly it restricts the energetic electrons in the source region and secondly, it 

reduces the electron temperature and plasma density in the target region because of 

the preferential transport of cold electrons due to collisions, in line with past research 

work of others  [56,59,72,73]. 
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The plasma source is a directly heated W- wire based multi- filamentary 

source with hairpin shaped filaments ( cmlcmn 18,05.0,36   ) arranged on the 

periphery of a rectangle ( cmcm 80130  ) back plate [Figure 3.1 (b)]. Pulsed plasma 

(Argon gas, mbarPAr

4104~   and mst edisch 2.9arg  ) is produced by applying a 

discharge voltage of 70 V between the plasma source and anode (vacuum vessel) in a 

coupled axial magnetic field comprises of GBz 2.6 , produced by 10 garlanded 

coils on LVPD and GBx 160~ , produced by EEF for the duration of ms12  by the use 

of  in-house developed 5kA pulsed power supply [52]. 

The experiments are carried out in target region where Electron Temperature 

Gradient (ETG) relevant plasma conditions are satisfied that includes presence of 

finite electron temperature fluctuations. Plasma parameters are measured by using 

Langmuir and B-dot probes. The plasma potential  p is measured by using a hot 

emissive probe  [68,74]. The electron temperature eT  is determined from the I-V 

characteristic of the Langmuir probe. The azimuthal wavelength and phase velocity of 

the mode are measured by an array of cylindrical Langmuir probes (n = 5,   =0.08 cm, 

l = 0.8 cm and poloidal separation, y = 0.5 cm) mounted on a radially movable 

shaft  [70]. The fluctuation data and mean parameters are recorded at sampling rates 

of 500 kS/s  and subjected to band pass filter ( 300Hz 300 kHzf  ) respectively.  

Schematic of the various probe assemblies utilized to perform the experiments are 

shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2. (a) Three single Langmuir probe assembly for simultaneous measurement 

of floating potential and plasma density fluctuations, (b) probe configuration for S(ky, 

ω ) spectra measurements and (c) probe assembly mounted from the top port of LVPD 

for simultaneous measurements of particle flux at two different radial locations. 

 

The electrostatic radial particle flux is measured by using a specially designed 

three single Langmuir probe assembly in ‘Δ’ configuration with length of the vertices 

as, d = 0.5 cm. In this configuration, two probes separated vertically (       ) 

measures the floating potential fluctuations (
f ) and the third probe (  ) intercepting 

a different magnetic field line is used for measuring the density fluctuations ( en ). We 

have also configured another probe assembly with two vertically separated emissive 

probes in order to measure the plasma potential fluctuations (
P ) directly. This 

exercise is carried out to see the effect of temperature fluctuations ( eT ) over the 

measurement of potential fluctuations. The ion saturation current signal is obtained by 

biasing the probe at V80 , and the floating potential measurements are carried out 

with floating probes terminated across a high impedance ( M1 ).  The large data 

length of more than 5102 data points is used for power spectral analysis and is 
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obtained from the ensemble of approximately 100 identical plasma discharges. The 

data series is constructed by extracting 1024 data points from the steady state period 

of msms 86  from each plasma discharge. This data is segmented into 200 bins of 

1024 data points each for obtaining a higher frequency resolution in spectral analysis.  

 

The data acquired for different parameters is captured in PXI based 40 channel 

fast data acquisition system. Out of total 40 channels, 32 are single ended channels 

with maximum sampling rate of sMS /60 , digitization rate of 10bit, and record length 

of k250 points and 8 single ended channels with maximum sampling rate of 

sGS /25.1 , digitization rate of 12bit and a record length of M12 points. The data is 

retrieved to local computers for post processing. 

 

3.3 Identification of electron temperature gradient 

driven turbulence 

Unambiguous measurement of plasma parameters, especially the electron 

temperature becomes necessary while addressing ETG turbulence but presence of 

energetic electrons poses serious concern to laboratory plasmas (RF, filamentary etc.), 

while making measurement of electron temperature. This diminishes hope of distinct 

identification of free energy source associated with the observed turbulence. We have 

therefore dressed the plasma for unambiguous measurement of electron temperature 

by using EEF. The EEF divides LVPD plasma into three different plasma regions. The 

source plasma embeds large population of energetic electrons, the EEF plasma is a 
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low beta ( β ~10
-3

) sandwiched plasma between two high beta plasmas of the source 

(β ∼ 1.6) and target ( 2.0~ ) regions [75]. The sandwiched EEF plasma region 

proposes a complex plasma scenario. We observed that energetic electrons are trapped 

in the mirror of the solenoid field of the EEF in the source plasma region of LVPD 

and no trace of these electrons is observed in the target region [27]. The transport 

across EEF magnetic field helps in producing a plasma profile suitable for the 

excitation of ETG instability, in axially far-off region, approximately       away 

from the EEF surface.  A comparison of plasma parameters in the three regions is 

given in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. The typical plasma parameters obtained in the target, EEF and source 

plasmas of LVPD. 

Plasma Parameters 

 Source EEF Target 

Plasma density,       
                             

Electron Temperature,                    

Plasma beta,                 

                              

                              

                                

                      

Electron-ion,      
    ∼       ∼        ∼       

Debye length,                                   

Electron gyroradius,                      

Ion gyro radius,   (cm) 73     46 
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3.3.1 Radial profiles: Plasma parameters and fluctuations 
 

The plasma discharge pulse ( mst 2.9~  ) is produced and data from steady 

state region ( 4 ms 9 mst  ) is captured from the onset of discharge. Radial profiles 

of basic plasma parameters and their fluctuations are shown in fig. 3.3 for EEF OFF 

and ON conditions.  Target plasma in LVPD is divided into two distinct regions 

namely, (1) core ( 50 cmx  ) and (2) edge ( 50 cmx  ) respectively. In the core 

region, Figure 3.3(a) shows hollow plasma density profile for EEF OFF plasma but 

nearly flat profile for EEF ON plasma with typical gradient scale length,    

[
 

  

  

  
]
  

∼       . Figure 3.3(b) shows nearly flat electron temperature profile for 

EEF OFF plasma but radial electron temperature gradient exists for EEF ON plasma 

with typical gradient scale length,    
 [

 

  

  

  
]
  

∼       . On the other hand, edge 

plasma exhibits finite gradient in plasma density and nearly flat electron temperature 

for EEF ON condition. Although, finite electron temperature gradient exits in the edge 

region for EEF OFF plasma and satisfies the gradient scale length threshold condition 

of ETG but due to the presence of energetic electrons, loses relevance for carrying out 

unambiguous ETG studies [22]. Figure 3.3(c) shows plasma potential profiles for EEF 

OFF and ON cases. EEF ON plasma shows negligible radial gradient in core region, 

suggesting absence of radial electric field ( 0xE ). Hence, BE  rotation in the core 

region can be safely neglected.  A detailed characterization of the plasma with EEF 

was reported by S. K. Singh et al.  [28], where various plasma scenarios satisfying 

ETG threshold condition for different imposed operational conditions of EEF is 

discussed.  
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The plasma equilibrium in EEF ON case can be understood in the following 

manner, electrons and ions remain confined in the core region. The plasma density 

gets flattened over the ion gyro scale, cmi 45~  while plasma electron temperature 

follows the electron gyro scale, ~ 0.5e cm  and thus offers significant gradient in the 

core region. In this region, the equilibrium is established with preferable movement of 

ions in radial direction and electrons along the field lines in z direction. 

 

Figure 3.3. Comparison of radial profiles of mean plasma parameters is shown for, (a) 

plasma density, ne, (b) electron temperature, Te, (c) plasma potential, ϕp and 

fluctuations in (d) density,   =δne/ne, (e) potential ,    =  eδ  /Te   and (f) electron 

temperature,   e=δ  e/Te    for EEF OFF  and EEF ON cases. 

 

The fluctuations in different plasma parameters, in the core region enhanced 

for EEF ON case. Observed fluctuations are subjected to various statistical techniques 

before investigating fluctuation induced particle flux in the core target plasma. 

Normalised fluctuations are measured radially for en ,  f and eT  with typical values 
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obtained for EEF ON plasma are %10%5  , %5.2%5.0  and %30%10   

respectively [Figure 3.3 (d-f)] but for EEF OFF plasma, they reduced to near noise 

level. Edge region on the other hand exhibits enhanced level of fluctuation for both 

plasma conditions.  

3.3.2 Spectral properties 
 

In the core plasma, a comparison is made for the cross-correlation function of 

the normalized density and potential fluctuations [Figure 3.4]. Strong correlation with 

the correlation coefficient, 8.0~, 
fenC  for EEF ON case but for EEF OFF case they 

remain uncorrelated. There may be a slight spatial de-correlation in the measurement 

of cross correlation coefficients as the probes used are not located on the same 

magnetic field line. Literature available on ETG mode suggests a strong anti-

correlation for them [24].  

 

Figure 3.4. The cross-correlation coefficient, Cne,ϕf for density and potential 

fluctuations measured in the core region (x = 30 cm) of target plasma for EEF OFF 

and EEF ON conditions are shown. 
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 The coherency and cross-phase angle between density and potential 

fluctuations are shown in Figure 3.5(a) and Figure 3.5(b). The degree of coherency is  

~ 0.8  and is significant for the turbulence in the frequency band, kHzfkHz 151   

. This corresponds to the finite cross phase angle which is deviated from 180 . The 

corresponding auto power spectrum for density and potential fluctuations exhibits 

broad band nature [Figure 3.5(c)].   

 

Figure 3.5. The figure shows (a) coherency, (b) Cross-phase angle, (θ n-  ) plot and (c) 

the auto power for density (ne) and potential ( ) fluctuations. The auto power 

spectrum exhibits broadband nature with significant power residing within f ≤ 15 kHz 

These measurements are carried out for EEF ON case at x = 30 cm in target plasma. 

 

The turbulence observed in the core plasma exhibits broadband spectra with 

significant power for 
zkH15 (Figure 3.5(a)).  As evident from the figure, the mode 

frequency,   falls in the lower hybrid range, between ion ( Hzfci 200~ ) and electron 

cyclotron frequency ( MHzfce 5.17~ ), ceci fff   with wave number ordering, 

1 ek  , 1 ik  and  ithVk ,
 suggest that the instability driving the turbulence 
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represents ETG mode, where, e  and i  are electron and ion gyro radius respectively 

and perpendicular wave number, 
1)4.01.0( 

  cmk . Here, 
22

yx kkk   for 

yx kk  , ykk ~ , 
ithV ,
is the ion thermal speed and  is the observed turbulence 

frequency. The joint wave number- frequency spectra, ),( kS  for the density 

fluctuations is obtained by using the method proposed by Beall et. al [25] is shown in 

Figure 3.6(a). The spectrum exhibits  ff / 1.8, and  kk / 2.2 suggesting a broad 

band nature. The wave length of the propagating mode in poloidal direction is 20~

cm and corresponding phase velocity of the observed mode is, scmv ph /10~ 5 . The 

radial phase velocity is measured using a pair of radially separated probes and it 

shows propagation from probe (2) to (1) i.e., radially inward with phase velocity, 

scmvx /105.1 5 . Both probes are accommodated well within the radial 

correlation length (~ 20 cm) in the core region. Measurements were repeated at 

different radial locations in the core plasma and observed inward phase velocity. The 

measured poloidal and radial phase velocities of the turbulence are comparable. 

 

Figure 3.6. (a) The wave number-frequency spectrum S (ky, ω) The mode exhibits 

peak power for frequency between, f ∼ 1-15 kHz  for wave number, k⊥ ∼ 0.1-0.4  and 

(b), the correlation for density fluctuations is shown for radially separated pair of 
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probes, located at x = 20 cm and x = 30 cm  . This gives a measure of radial phase 

velocity and its direction. 

 

3.4 Theoretical justification for ETG turbulence  
 

The basic characteristics of the mode viz., gradient scale length, real frequency, 

growth rate and wave-number, are determined from the dispersion relation described 

by Mattoo et al.  [24]. The reported experimental wave number 2.0~eyk   exhibits 

sufficient power but numerical calculation shows maximum growth rate at 

45.0~eyk  . The theoretically obtained frequency corresponding to the maximum 

growth rate turns out to be 10~f  kHz which is approximately close to the 

experimental observation. We observed for LVPD plasma that 
zz BB / , ee nn /  and 

ee TT /  matches well with the theoretically estimated values from the response 

functions for ETG mode. For plasma beta 0.1 0.15e   ,  the estimated value of 

%18~/ ee TT , turns out to be close to the experimental observation. In summary, our 

measurements identify ETG driven turbulence in LVPD with no ambiguity.  

3.5 Plasma transport 
 

In this section, measurements estimating the particle transport due to the ETG 

driven fluctuations in the core target plasma of LVPD and subsequently, the net 

plasma transport will be presented. An estimation of fluctuation induced electrostatic 

and electromagnetic fluxes will be made in order to estimate the net particle flux. A 

comparison of the experimentally measured electrostatic particle flux with theoretical 

estimations will also be presented.  
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3.5.1 Electrostatic particle flux and PDF analysis of 

fluctuation induced flux 
 

The electrostatic particle flux ( es ) is measured from the correlated density ( en ) 

and radial velocity ( xv ) fluctuations. The velocity fluctuations are estimated from 

fluctuating poloidal electric field (
~

E ) and by cross product with ambient magnetic 

field, zBE 
~

 , where
~

E is estimated from the floating  potential fluctuations measured 

by a pair of poloidally separated Langmuir probes,  θ = - (ϕ 2- ϕ 1)/d. The electrostatic 

particle flux is calculated as,  xees vn  .  [76–78]. In the presence of temperature 

fluctuations, electric field fluctuation measurement for estimating the particle flux 

using floating potential fluctuations may not yield correct result  [79]. Therefore, we 

have compared the electrostatic flux estimated from electric field calculated based on 

floating as well as plasma potential fluctuation measurement. Figure 3.7(a) and Figure 

3.7(b) shows the flux estimated from the floating potential 

( 12181051.1  smes
) and plasma potential ( 12181033.1  smes

) 

measurements for the EEF ON plasma. The method of measurement has already been 

discussed in section II. It has been observed that in spite of morphological deviations 

observed in temporal profiles of estimated floating and plasma potential fluxes, the 

magnitude of averaged flux due to them differs only marginally. This can be true for 

the conditions where there is insignificant phase delay between the plasma potential 

and floating potential fluctuations when measured simultaneously.  
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Figure 3.7. The comparison of particle flux at x =30 cm measured with a) floating 

potential, b) plasma potential fluctuations taken into consideration.  

 

As there is no significant difference observed in the flux estimation, we have 

therefore carried out further investigations on particle flux by using floating potential 

fluctuations. The electrostatic flux measured by Langmuir probes for two plasma 

conditions (EEF ON & OFF) is shown in Figure 3.8. The figure shows that 

electrostatic flux is significantly higher for EEF ON plasma compared to EEF OFF 

case. 
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Figure 3.8. Particle flux x = 30 cm for EEF OFF and EEF ON cases are shown. 

Significantly high level of particle flux is observed for the EEF ON plasma.  

 

 

The estimated average value for the electrostatic particle flux is 

121810  smes
and the associated negative sign suggests that the observed 

turbulent particle flux is directed radially inward. In the whole thesis work, only EEF 

ON plasma will be discussed for particle and heat flux considerations. 
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Figure 3.9. Probability distribution function (PDF) for particle flux ( es ), in the units 

of standard deviation (σΓes ≈ 4 × 10
18

 m
-2

s
-1

) for different averaging time. The 

distribution of particle flux is asymmetric. 

  

 To ensure the nature of particle flux in ETG region, the probability distribution 

function (PDF) analysis is performed using sufficient number of data points, 

accumulated over 100 plasma discharges  [6]. In this process, ensembles of data set 

with time averaging in steps of n2  are created. We observed that with increase in time 

averaging, the peak of the distribution shifts negatively. As shown in Figure 3.9, the 

PDF is non-Gaussian in nature, it is asymmetric and negatively skewed. The skewness 

and kurtosis obtained are ~ -1.6 and ~ 6.5 respectively. The negative skewness 

indicates predominance of large negative flux.  
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3.5.2 Theoretical explanation for particle flux 
 

The radial profile of time averaged particle flux ( ) and the phase angle (
 ,n

) 

between density and potential fluctuation is shown in Figure 3.10. It is seen that the 

electrostatic particle flux ( es ) is radially inward in the core region and is roughly 

maximizing at radial location 50x cm . Also, the cross phase angle is deviated from 

0180  where e (=
eTn LL ) has dominance. The profile of particle flux is determined 

by the product of density and potential fluctuation amplitudes with sinus (Sine) of the 

cross phase angle. 

Experimental results are compared with the theoretical model proposed by R. 

Singh et al. [80], for turbulent flux in the electrostatic ETG turbulence. The present 

observation is based on a model where ions are un-magnetized and collision less. In 

the limit k⊥Vthi ∼ ω, ETG mode resonates with background ions, which deviates from 

Boltzmann relation known as ion non-adiabatic response. 

 ̃      ̃ [   𝜋
 
 

 

      
   ( 

  

  
     

 )]  (5) 

This non-adiabatic ion-response induces a net particle flux due to phase lag between 

density and potential fluctuation. Phase lag between density and potential also agrees 

with experimental observation made in core plasma of LVPD [Figure 3.5]. The 

particle flux is given by 

       ̃ ̃    Σ  ̃    ̃ 
    Σ 

  

 
| ̃ ||  ̃|         (6) 

Where 
   nn

is the cross angle between density and potential fluctuation. The 

particle flux expression for ion response is given by eqn. (3) becomes 
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 (7) 

Where, /e e ec T m , e is the electron Larmor radius and 
r  is the real frequency. 

This shows that the particle flux can become negative when 0/ yk  that is when the 

mode is propagating in ion diamagnetic drift direction. The S (k, ω ) and four probe 

assembly measurement shows that the mode is propagating in ion diamagnetic drift 

direction and hence observed particle flux is radially inward.  

The experimental results are compared with theoretical values for cross angle

 n
 obtained from Eqn. (5) and flux )( from Eqn. (7). For each comparison, the 

values for   and 
yk are chosen, corresponding to peak power of density perturbation 

in 
yk space from Figure 3.6(a). 

As shown in Figure 3.10, the radial profiles of cross phase and flux thus 

calculated follows similar trend as the experimentally observed profiles and has good 

agreement with each other. The small quantitative difference between theory and 

experiment could be due to the fact that for theoretical estimate, we only considered 

the mode with maximum power while in experimental observations, all the modes are 

contributing to produce the net particle flux larger than the theoretical estimates. 

Consideration of floating potential fluctuations in place of plasma potential 

fluctuations for particle flux measurements in the presence of temperature fluctuations 

may have also contributed in observed deviation.  However, the same argument does 

not seem to hold around the maximum flux region where the theoretical estimates 

corresponding to maximum power mode is larger than experimental observations.  
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Figure 3.10: Radial profile of (a) mean particle flux, < Γes > and (b) phase angle, (θn  ) 

compared with theoretical estimates for ETG mode with experimental S (ky, ω). 

 

The inward particle flux is not inconsistent with thermodynamics.  Following the 

work of Horton et al.,  [81] , it can be seen that the inward anomalous particle flux     

leads to the reduction in entropy of the system which should be compensated by the 

radial thermal flux    in such a way that the net entropy production from all 

anomalous transport processes should become positive definite. 

 

3.6 Summary and conclusion 
 

We studied fluctuation induced particle transport in LVPD. The source of the 

underlying turbulence has been established to be due to electron temperature gradient 

driven modes in the core of the target region of the device. This is ensured by making 
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the target region free of energetic electrons by using a transverse magnetic field with 

the help of an EEF. Experimentally observed density-potential cross-correlations and 

turbulence power spectra along with their frequency and wave number ordering 

confirm that the observed turbulence is driven by ETG. 

The particle flux maximizes in the core region when EEF is ON clearly indicates 

that the flux is due to the fluctuations resulting from ETG. Net particle flux results 

from the phase difference between the density and potential fluctuations, other than

0180 for ETG driven modes. Turbulence intensity maximizes roughly at the location 

where particle flux maximizes. The experimental cross phase angle and flux has been 

compared with the cross phase and flux resulting due to the non-adiabatic ion 

response due to the resonant interaction of the ions with the ETG mode ~thiVk . 

The experiment and theoretical results quantitatively follows the same trend across the 

radius and agrees well within 20% with each other. 
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Chapter 4  
Experimental study of 

particle transport due to 

electromagnetic fluctuations 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, we have investigated electromagnetic (EM) fluctuations induced 

plasma transport in finite beta ( 22 / ~ 0.01 0.4o enT B   ) of Large Volume Plasma 

device (LVPD) where magnetic fluctuations are present [82]. This types of transport is 

arises due to correlated fluctuations of parallel current and radial magnetic field 

fluctuations present in the system defined by 

   
  

 

  
           (8) 

where      is parallel current fluctuations for charge species q (= e, i for electron 

and ion, respectively),     radial magnetic field fluctuations and   is plasma 

confining magnetic field. 

The significance of magnetic fluctuations in the edge of various toroidal devices 

suggests that they are very significant in contributing to transport in different device 

configuration regimes like reversed field pinches [38] , high beta tokamaks [39], and 

tokamaks in L-H transition [40] .  

The magnetic fluctuations can be driven by different instabilities present in plasma 

due to inhomogeneity in plasma parameters. The basic understanding of magnetic 
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fluctuation induced particle transport processes is thus of great interest and potentially 

critical to plasma density control and understanding fast particle losses in future 

plasmas like ITER. As reported, magnetic fluctuations induced plasma transport can 

be large even if the fluctuation amplitude is extremely small [35] . The stochastic 

magnetic field is deliberately imposed in tokamak plasmas by using external coils to 

mitigate the edge-localized modes excited electromagnetic particle flux [42].   

However, transport due to magnetic fluctuations has been mainly studied indirectly by 

measuring runaway electron flux to a limiter. Such experiments are useful for probing 

the magnetic fluctuations but do not provide a local measurement of particle transport 

resulting from the magnetic field. 

In high beta ( ∼         ) plasma of LVPD, the coupling of Whistler and ETG 

mode becomes important where W-ETG mode becomes unstable like ETG only when 

the electron temperature gradient crosses a threshold value,       . In magnetized 

plasma, the electromagnetic flux in ETG background is expected to be zero as per the 

conventional ETG mode theory, where it is assumed that the electron current,       is 

the total current,   . Noticeably, we do observe a small (           ) but finite 

electromagnetic flux in the LVPD. Obviously this means that the assumption        

is broken in reality and consequently leads to a finite flux. This chapter provides a 

detailed measurement of radial electromagnetic particle flux,   
  
  

 for both charge 

species, electron and ions, which results primarily from the correlation between 

fluctuations of parallel electron current (           and radial magnetic field (     ) 

across the radius of the LVPD. We provide a general theory of the electromagnetic 

particle flux in ETG turbulence in a straight homogeneous magnetic field geometry 

which explains well the experimental observations. A finite electromagnetic radial 

flux is shown to result from the sluggish and passive parallel ion velocity fluctuations 
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resulting from the parallel force experienced by ions due to ETG fluctuations although 

ions are un-magnetized. The motion is sluggish because the ion velocity scales as 

  

  
    and passive because this small mass ratio for Argon plasma barely effect the 

linear features of the ETG mode. Lack of magnetization of ions fails to produce a 

fluctuating radial drift of ions, which leads to no turbulent ion flux making the flux 

non-ambipolar. The electron flux is made up of pieces resulting from parallel ion 

current fluctuations and resulting from magnetic stresses. The piece of flux resulting 

from ion current fluctuations is exactly similar to electromagnetic ion flux, had the 

ions been magnetized like the ITG turbulence. Due to this morphological similarity it 

is dubbed here as pseudo ion flux. Quasilinear estimate is obtained for the pseudo ion 

flux which agrees well with the experimental measurement. Sluggish parallel ion 

response is identified as the key mechanism for generation of small but finite 

electromagnetic flux for ETG turbulence of LVPD. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows; the experimental setup and 

diagnostics are described in section 4.2. The experimental observations are discussed 

in section 4.3. In section 4.4, we discuss the theoretical model and its comparison with 

experimental results. Finally, the summary and conclusion of this chapter is provided 

in section 4.5. 

4.2 Experimental setup 
 

The experimental setup primarily consists of Large Volume Plasma Device 

(LVPD) [26], the cathode, large electron energy filter(EEF) and diagnostics. The 

directional probes are used for the measurement of parallel current density due to 

electrons, J||,e and ions,  J||,i motion  [66,83]. Miniature bi-filer B-dot probes are used 
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for measuring the three components of magnetic field ( zyx BBB ,, ) fluctuations. Basic 

plasma parameters are acquired by conventional diagnostics as discussed in Chapter 2.  

The large volume plasma device is a cylindrical, double walled, water cooled, 

vacuum chamber of dimension ( mLm 3,2  ) [26]. The source of primary ionizing 

electrons is a set of 36 filaments of dimension ( 

275~,16,5.0, cmAcmLmmW emission ), which are deployed on the periphery (

cmcm 13090  ) of a rectangular, water-cooled cusped plate. The kG4  Samarium 

Cobalt magnets are used to produce the cusp magnetic field. Axial confinement of 

plasma particles is provided by similar cusped end plates, placed axially opposite to 

the cathode plate  [84]. The radial confinement is provided by a uniform 6.2 G axial 

magnetic field, produced by a set of 10 coils, garlanded over the surface of the 

vacuum chamber. The pulsed Argon plasma is produced of discharge duration ( 

mst edisch 2.9arg  ) by applying a discharge voltage of V70  between the cathode and 

the vacuum chamber at a filling pressure of mbarPAr

4104~  . The device has a 

base pressure of mbar6105.1  . 

 

In LVPD, we have produced plasma conditions suitable for carrying out an 

unambiguous investigation on ETG turbulence. The recipe for such plasma is 

characterized by uniform plasma density, sharp electron temperature gradient, and 

plasma devoid of non-thermal electrons. This ensures that excited plasma instabilities 

have origin only in electron temperature gradient. Usually, filamentary discharges 

contain a large population of non-thermal electrons and hence producing ETG suitable 

conditions is a tedious assignment. Also, establishing an independent control over 

density and temperature profiles is proved to be a difficult task. We dressed LVPD 
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plasma to meet these requirements by inventing a large-sized electron energy 

filter [24,27]. The filter is a solenoid having rectangular cross section with 82% 

transparency and is placed across the diameter of the LVPD. It is of the variable cross-

section with a maximum at its axis ( cmcm 4190  ) and minimum near the walls ( 4 

cm × 4 cm). It divides LVPD plasma into three regions of Source, EEF and target 

plasmas.  

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup is shown in (a), the layout shows 

internal components marked as (1) back plate, (2) end plate, (3) Electron Energy 

Filter(EEF), (4) Langmuir Probe, (5) a pair of B-dot and directional Langmuir probes 

for J   measurements, (b) cross-section view of LVPD showing the filament assembly 

arranged in a rectangular geometry (1300 mm × 900 mm) in the source region, and (c) 

probe assembly for EM flux measurement is marked as (5) in figure (a). This 

assembly contains a pair of directional Langmuir disc probes for parallel electron and 

ion current measurements and a 3-axis B-dot probe.  

 

A detailed description of LVPD, EEF, information about characteristic 

features of different plasma regions and details of conventional diagnostics is already 

described in the referred work [26,27,75]  and in essential details of Chapter 2. The 
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present study focuses on the target region, where scale length of the gradient in 

density and electron temperature satisfies the ETG threshold conditions [Figure 4.1].  

The investigations on EM particle flux, we do the measurement of parallel 

electron and ion currents along with magnetic field fluctuations in target plasma. For 

this purpose, we installed a specially designed probe array, accommodating a pair of 

directional probes (DP) for the measurement of fluctuations in parallel currents and a 

3-axis B-dot probe for magnetic field fluctuation measurement [66,85]. The 

directional probe assembly contains a disc probe of diameter,   =5 mm and is 

encapsulated in a ceramic tube so that shielding restricts the solid angle through which 

probe collects particle and thus allows only the directed charge species see Figure 4.1 

(c).  The pair of directional probe assembly is radially separated by Δ x = 8 mm. Out 

of these two probes, the one probe which is used for collecting parallel electron 

current is accommodated within the ceramic tube at a distance of 5mm [~ e

(maximum at 0x )] thus allowing primarily collection of parallel electron current at 

all radial locations. The parallel electron current density 
eJ ||
 is measured by keeping 

probe biased at plasma potential. Near plasma potential, probe collects electrons 

moving with electron thermal velocity,       (
  

  
)
   

. In the collision less scenario 

of LVPD, where electrons are magnetized, the parallel electron flux can be 

approximated as electron thermal flux, i.e.             .  Due to shielding of 

directional probe, only those electrons with Larmor radius,           and which are 

tied to magnetic field lines will contribute for parallel electron current density 

fluctuations. The electrons coming from random directions will be screened out.  In 

the order to measure parallel electron current, we first established plasma potential 

measurement by making use of a center tapped emissive probe (CTEP) [74].   
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Figure 4.2. The schematic of the CTEP is shown in (a). In CTEP, floating potential is 

measured at nodal point 3, by heating it to different temperatures, operating CTEP in 

floating point technique. The floating potential is measured at the center of the device. 

The saturated CTEP potential at ICTEP ~2.1 give the measure of plasma potential, P  in 

(b). The parallel electron current measurements in (c) are made by keeping the 

directional disc probe at potential ≥ P. 

The center-tapped emissive probe consists of a pair of emissive probes of 

equal electrical length and center of total electrical length serves as a center tap point. 

The three nodes of the probe are crimped to the gold plated beryllium copper pins. 

These pins are accommodated in a 3 bore ceramic tube and are isolated from plasma 

by the filled ceramic paste. The three bores of the ceramic tube hold all three nodes of 

the emissive probe. The two nodes 1 & 2 are elevated to potential –V and +V with 

respect to the common of DC power supply whereas the center tap point remain tied at 

zero potential (-V+V)/2=0). Measurements made at the junction remains unaffected 

due to the lifting of potential at two ends. A schematic diagram of CTEP is shown in 

Figure 4.2(a).  

The plasma potential is measured using CTEP by operating it using floating 

point technique. The CTEP heating current is varied till floating potential saturates. 
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Figure 2(b) shows the saturation of floating potential at -4V for a heating current of ~ 

2.1 A. This voltage is taken as bias potential for the measurement of parallel electron 

current. The bias potential to the disc probe, in the vicinity of plasma potential is 

varied till electron current approaches saturation. The typical variation of I||e near to 

plasma potential is shown in Figure 4.2(c). The estimation of parallel electron current 

is made at all radial locations by keeping the probe bias fixed at this voltage.  

 

Figure 4.3. I/V curve obtained at x = 0 for the directional disc probe used for 

measuring parallel ion current is shown. The almost saturated value of ion current 

indicates the negligible effect of sheath expansion in ion current measurements. The 

probe is biased at -80 V to ensure contribution primarily for parallel ion current. 

 

The second disc probe (           ) of the array is used for measuring parallel ion 

current. This probe is kept at 2 mm (≫      ) inside the ceramic tube to cater the 

effect of ion sheath expansion.). The I/V curve obtained for this is shown in Figure 
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4.3, suggesting that at high negative bias potential, the probe collects only ion current 

and its saturation indicates negligible effect of sheath expansion in ion current 

measurements. The current density is given as,                  , where    is ion 

density,     √
  

  
 ;  Bohm velocity, and    the electronic charge. The parallel ion 

current density is estimated following             satiJ
M

,*)
6.0

 , where  
  

  
 

   [66,86,87].  

The magnetic field fluctuations are measured using a 3 axis B-dot probe. This probe is 

configured in bi-filer geometry and is capable of measuring all three components of 

the magnetic field over the frequency band of (1-100) kHz. Details on this are 

described in diagnostics section of Chapter 2.  

4.3 Experimental observations 
 

4.3.1  ETG turbulence characterization 
 

The plasma of the far target region from EEF is characterized for ETG threshold 

conditions [24]. We have divided the target plasma of LVPD in two regions namely, 

core (x ≤ 50 cm) and edge (x > 50 cm) plasmas. The core plasma exhibits uniform 

plasma density profile but offers a finite gradient in electron temperature. It is 

important to mention here that EEF produces a transverse magnetic field of Bx ~160 

G over its axial width of 4 cm. The EEF magnetic field falls rapidly beyond its 

boundaries and attains a magnitude, equal to the ambient axial magnetic field of 

6.2 GzB   produced by a set of 10 garlanded coils.  
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The mean plasma parameters namely, plasma density, en , electron temperature, 

eT , and floating potential,
fV , are measured using compensated cold Langmuir 

probes [88,89]. The electron temperature is estimated from the Ie versus VB 

characteristic of the probe by using the expression, 1]/)ln([  Bee dVIdT  and 

)( spe III   , here eI and VB are the electron current and probe bias voltage 

respectively. The characteristic exhibits no signature of the presence of tail electrons 

in the region. However, temperature fluctuations are estimated by using a pair of 

closely separated Langmuir probes ( mmLmm pP 5,1
2,12,1
 and mmxP 5

2,1
 ) from 

))/ln(/)( 2112 eee IIeT   where
21, and 21, ee II are the bias voltages and 

electron currents of the respective probes [24]. The probe orientation for all these 

measurements is always maintained perpendicular to the axial magnetic field. 

 

The radial profiles are generated in the far target region of LVPD and are shown 

in Figure 4.4. The plasma density and electron temperature gradient scale lengths are  

1]
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1
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dx

dT

T
L e

e

T ~50 cm in the core region. In 

the outer region, the density fall becomes sharper while the electron temperature 

flattened out. Plasma potential does not show much variation in its value beyond an 

extent of cm40 . The threshold condition for ETG turbulence 3/2/  Tn LL  is 

satisfied in the core region cmx 45 and an  axial distance of cmz 70  away from 

the EEF. The maximum level of fluctuations reported for density, temperature and 

potential from the core region are 10 %, 30 %   and  1 % , respectively [30].  
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Figure 4.4. Radial equilibrium profiles for plasma parameters viz., (a) density, 

    
   , (b) electron temperature,       , (c) plasma potential,    , are shown. The 

wave number ffrequency spectra, S(k, ω ) for parallel and perpendicular propagation 

are shown in (d) and (e), respectively.  

 

The wave number- frequency spectra for parallel, ),( zkS  and poloidal, S(ky , 

ω) propagation are measured to define characteristic features of the observed 

fluctuations in Figure 4.4(d, e). The S(k , ω) is obtained by simultaneous measurement 

of ion saturation current fluctuations with the pair of axially separated (       ) 

and poloidally separated probes (          . The large data length of 5102  

points is used for the power spectral analysis. This is obtained from an ensemble of ~ 

100 identical plasma discharges with sampling rate of 1 MS/s. The data series is 

constructed by extracting 2048 data points from the steady state period of msms 86   

from each plasma discharge. These data are segmented into 200 bins of 1024 data 
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points each for obtaining a higher frequency resolution in the spectral analysis. The 

analysis exhibits confidence measure,    
 

√ 
           , where   is number of 

ensembles and variance, 01.0~2  respectively. The measured maximum power 

from S(       for axial measurements correspond to frequency,       and 

wavelength, |  |            respectively. Significant power for poloidal 

 (    )resides in frequency band of           𝑎    in correspondence to 

wavenumber,      ~        .  These observations satisfy the frequency and 

wavelength ordering of ETG mode turbulence,               𝑎       , 

       and       , where (   ∼     𝑎   ) and    ∼         𝑎     are 

ion and electron cyclotron frequency and    ∼      and           are larmor 

radii of electron and ions respectively. The axial phase velocity               of 

the mode is two orders higher than the perpendicular velocity, v⊥≈ 2× 10
4
 cm/s  [28]. 

A comparison of experimental observations is made with the estimates 

obtained from the generalized dispersion relation of ETG as suggested by Singh et 

al.  [21, 26].  They have shown that in the absence of magnetic gradient and curvature 

effects, similar to situations prevailing in linear devices, the long wave length 

“toroidal” ETG-like mode can be excited, because coupling of the slab ETG mode 

with the whistler mode at high  leads to the similar compression physics that is valid 

for toroidal mode.  They have shown similarity in temperature perturbations produced 

in continuity equation by finite diamagnetic compressibility due to non-zero xB 

effect and finite diamagnetic compressibility due to Bz perturbation effect and for 

both cases, their responses to temperature perturbations, which are responsible for 

temperature gradient driven mode, emerge in same phase. Moreover, they have shown 
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that W-ETG mode gets destabilized only when the electron temperature gradient 

crosses a threshold, e > 2/3. 

The generalized dispersion relation for the ETG mode is expressed as  

 ̂[ ̂   
     ̂   ̂ 

 ( ̂          ̂ )   ̂     
  { ̂          ̂ }]

  ̂[ ̂          ̂ ] [(   
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(9) 

 

Here we have introduced normalized parameters:   ̂        2/ˆ
e , 

TT LR / ,

nn LR / , ˆ / eR c  , ˆ ˆ ˆ~y x ek k k k    , RkRkk zz ||
ˆ  , Ree /ˆ   , 

iee TT / , and * 2 2 2 1ˆˆ ˆ[1 / ]e e e e i em k m     

  , where R is an arbitrary normalization 

length. 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the growth rate, real frequency, and variation of normalized 

fluctuations in a magnetic field and electron temperature with plasma density for 

different plasma beta values. The Figure 4.5(a, b) shows that a variation of linear 

growth rate ( ̂ ) and real frequency ( ̂) with increasing values of beta, all other 

parameters used are shown in the figure itself.  

 

Numerical predictions suggests that the growth rate for the observed mode 

peaks at  ̂ ∼      in comparison to the work of Mattoo et al., [24] where they have 

shown that it observed turbulence peaks at  ̂ ∼     .  
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Following model equations, Mattoo et al., [24] have estimated non linearly 

saturated fluctuation levels with numerical values.  The amplitudes of density 

fluctuation  ̃ ,  parallel magnetic field fluctuation  ̃  and electron temperature 

fluctuation  ̃ are expressed in term of potential fluctuation  ̃ ,                                                                                                                                                                        

|
   

  
|  |  

 | |
   

  
| (10) 

|
   

  
|  
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Figure 4.5: Normalized (a) growth rate     and (b) real frequency, ω   verses k y  are 

shown for the ETG mode. A comparison of the ratio of numerically obtained 

normalised fluctuations of temperature and magnetic field with the normalised density 

fluctuations are shown in (c) and (d), with plasma beta variation in comparison to 

experimental measurement. 

 

We have obtained growth rate and real frequency for the observed turbulence 

from the dispersion relation [Eqn. 9]. Figure 4.5(a, b) shows that a variation of linear 

growth rate ( ̂ ) and real frequency ( ̂) with increasing beta values. In Figure 4.5(c, 
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d), numerically obtained normalized value of fluctuations in temperature and magnetic 

field with density are compared with the experimentally obtained values. We 

examined the ratios of fluctuation amplitudes, as it eliminates the need for the 

absolute fluctuation amplitude of potential. We have obtained the ratios of 

fluctuations by using equations (10-12) for different plasma beta conditions imposed. 

For experimentally obtained 2.0~ˆ
yk , the theoretically estimated values of, (δ e/Te) / 

(δne/ne) and (δBz/B) / (δne/ne) agrees well with experimental observations.  

 

4.3.2 Characterization of J||e, J||i and Bz fluctuations 
 

In finite beta plasma of LVPD, the observed ETG turbulence may exhibit 

characteristics of W-ETG turbulence, where parallel compression excited by the long 

wavelength of whistler wave gives additional perturbation in confining axial magnetic 

field  [22]. The W-ETG turbulence due to finite   effect causes magnetic fluctuations. 

By the use of bifilar B-dot probe, fluctuations in all the three components (   ,     

and    ) of the magnetic field are measured.   
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Figure 4.6. Time profile of magnetic field fluctuations in (a) x-component,     and 

the noise (b) y-component,     and (c) z-component,     , and parallel current 

density fluctuations  due to d)  electrons,
 
    and e) ions,     and respective noise of 

the probe are shown. In (f- h), the auto power spectra of all signals and noise, phase 

angle and coherency between    ,     with     are shown. 

 

Using specially designed directional probe arrangement, the parallel electron and 

ion current fluctuations are measured. Figure 4.6(a- e) shows a typical time series snap 

shot of fluctuations for all the three components of magnetic field and parallel electron 

and ion current respectively. The spectral characteristics are shown in Figure 4.6 (f- 

h). The power spectrum shows the spread of fluctuations over the frequency band 

of           in line with the S(    ) for W- ETG turbulence [Figure 4.6 (f)]. The 

phase angle   of the fluctuations in radial magnetic field with electron(red) and 
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ion(blue) currents,               remains uniform over the wide band of frequency 

[Figure 4.6 (g)].  The coherency,       between the respective signals is high       

in comparison to the calculated minimum significance level of coherency which is 

typically      for the frequency band of            [90]. A comparison of the 

measured signal for both directional and B-dot probes with noise shows significant 

S/N ratio in measurements. The data acquisition system (PXI -NI5105, 12 bit 

digitization), resolves voltage signals ~ 0.25 V which is well below the noise level 

(∼     ). 

 

4.3.3 Radial profiles of normalized fluctuations 
 

The radial profiles of normalized fluctuation in iezyx JandJBBB ||||,,,  are 

measured and shown in Figure 4.7. We observed that normalized fluctuation 

amplitudes are higher in the core region and the typical levels of Bx, By and Bz lies 

between %2.0%05.0   whereas, the normalized parallel current fluctuations because 

of electron and ions are 10 % to 20 %.  
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Figure 4.7. Typical radial profiles of normalized fluctuations in three components of 

the magnetic field and parallel electron and ion current are shown in (a-c) and (d-e) 

respectively. 

 

4.3.4  EM flux measurement and comparison with 

electrostatic particle flux 

 

Both electrostatic and electromagnetic particle fluxes due to fluctuations are 

measured along the radius of the target chamber. The electrostatic particle flux (

rees vn  ) is measured from the density ( en ) and radial velocity (vx) 

fluctuations. The velocity fluctuations are estimated from the cross product of 

fluctuating poloidal electric field ( yE ) and ambient magnetic field, i.e. EB, where 

E is estimated from the floating potential fluctuations measured by a pair of 

poloidally separated Langmuir probes [30]. The electromagnetic flux derived from 
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||

1
em q xJ B

qB
     , where ‘q’ is the charge, is observed to be ∼            . 

Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of the estimated electromagnetic particle flux due to 

electron current with electrostatic flux at x=30 cm in the target chamber. 

 

Figure 4.8: The time series of simultaneously measured electrostatic (a) and 

electromagnetic (b) fluxes in ETG background at x = 30 cm are shown. The typical 

time-averaged values obtained are <Γes> = -3.2 × 10
18
 m

-2
s

-1
 and <Γem> = 4 × 10

13 
 m

-2 

s
-1
, respectively.  

 

We found that the electromagnetic flux is finite even though as mentioned, it 

should be zero [91]. This has prompted us to look for the reason that why EM flux is 

finite in ETG plasma in slab geometry of LVPD.  
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4.4 Theoretical model and experimental comparison  

4.4.1 Quasi-linear theory for electromagnetic particle flux 

 

Electromagnetic electron particle flux is given by, 

   
   

 

  
          (13) 

Since the total current perturbation     is sum of electron and ion current perturbations   

                the electron flux can be written as  
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Then noting     
 

  
                 . Here, the displacement current 

contribution is ignored as 
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is characteristic length, T is characteristic time scale and c is the speed of light .   
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averaging. Poloidal derivative of poloidally averaged quantity is zero. So eventually 

the expression for flux becomes 
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The first term on the right hand side though looks like an electromagnetic ion 

flux is not a true ion flux. Because of ETG mode frequency scaling           

the ions are unmagnetized and hence the electromagnetic radial ion velocity 

perturbation is not same as the electron radial velocity perturbation. In fact it can be 

shown that the radial ion drift velocity perturbation is zero at the leading order. Hence, 

the actual turbulent ion flux is zero when ions are unmagnetized in ETG turbulence. 

The first term had been actual ion flux in the frequency range       (e.g.  ITG 

turbulence) when ions are magnetized and the ions radial drift velocity fluctuations is 

given by the same expression as for the electrons to the leading order in     . Hence 

the first term represents a pseudo ion flux in ETG turbulence due to its morphological 

similarity with the actual ion flux in ITG turbulence. The second term is the 

divergence of Maxwell-stress <      > and third term is another correlation 

between     and 
 

  
   . Equation (8) can also be expressed in terms of the vector 

potentials as follows  
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(16) 

This clearly shows that the limit of  𝐴    the electron flux is purely made 

of pseudo ion flux due to parallel ion current fluctuations, while the conventional 

theory by Holland and Diamond et al.  [91] produces no flux. This is the new 

significant improvement in the understanding of electromagnetic flux in ETG 

turbulence. We next obtained a quasi-linear expression for the ion flux. From the 

parallel ion momentum equation it is straight forward, to arrive at the following 
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equation for parallel current perturbation. Assuming quasi neutrality, no collisionality 

and cold ions 
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Here     is ion pressure perturbation and    
  is equilibrium ion pressure 

gradient. Hence electromagnetic pseudo ion flux becomes           
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where the linear electromagnetic response function is given by 
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It is more enlightening to analyze the different pieces of the flux separately 
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Here, we used the non-Boltzmannian ion response coming from the resonance of the 

ETG mode with the ions  [30,92]  
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Where the non-adiabatic parameter    is given by    √𝜋
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The third piece is 
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Here    
    is pressure gradient scale length. It is noticeable that      is of 

higher order in 
  

 
 as compared to      and     . Assuming 

   

   
   and noting that 

part of      cancels with     , we get the total radial EM flux as 
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Since the expression for electrostatic electron flux     from Ref.  [30]. 
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For the typical        ,            ,       ,      ,             , the 

ratio of electromagnetic to electrostatic flux yields  
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(25) 

 

Figure 4.9. Electromagnetic particle flux is shown due to parallel (a) electron 

streaming, Γ
e
em, (b) ion streaming, Γ

i
em and  (c) time variation of Maxwell stress at 

x=30 cm. The average values of the flux components due to parallel electron and ion 

currents are 4.0×10
13

 m
-2 

s
-1

 and -1.2 × 10
14

 m
-2

 s
-1

 respectively and the Maxwell 

Stress contribution is about - 3.2 × 10
13

 m
-1 

s
-1

. 
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 In Figure 4.9, we have made an attempt to estimate the experimentally 

observed particle flux due to electron and ion parallel motion. It was observed that the 

average electron and ion flux contribution differ significantly. This suggested that the 

electromagnetic flux may have a non-ambipolar nature which can probably leads to 

the creation of radial charge separation balanced by the sum of divergence of Maxwell 

–stress, and grad of axial magnetic field fluctuations. 

As can be seen from equation (15), the difference in flux produced by electron 

and ions can be understood by the radial evolution of Maxwell stress.  

4.4.2 Radial profiles of ion and electron fluxes and comparison with 

theoretical values 
 

In Figure 4.10, the electromagnetic fluctuations driven radial electron flux is 

measured during the steady state period between (6- 8) ms  of discharge pulse using 

the correlated parallel electron and ions current density fluctuations,        and radial 

magnetic field fluctuations,    .  The contribution to flux due to ion current is 

compared with the theoretically obtained values.  The theoretical values are obtained 

using the expression  
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By the use of experimentally measured parameters such as parallel wave number, 

|  | ∼              poloidal wave number, |  |           (from Figure 4.4), 
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local experimental    and local fluctuation levels,
eT

e  , we found that the estimated 

value of flux agrees well with the experimentally obtained ion current flux. 

 

Figure 4.10. Radial electromagnetic particle flux due to parallel electron current, 

ΓδJ e,δBx, parallel ion streaming current, ΓδJ I,δBx and numerical values obtained from 

theoretical the expression for Γ
i
em. 

 

4.5 Summary and conclusion 
 

We studied electromagnetic particle flux due to ETG turbulence in LVPD. The 

measurement shows that the electromagnetic flux is non-ambipolar leading to the net 

charge flux. The electromagnetic flux is found to be smaller than the electrostatic flux. 

A quasilinear theory is proposed to explain the observed flux which convinces that the 

non-ambipolarity is due to divergence of Maxwell stress 
 

  
         and another 
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correlation     
 

  
    . The pseudo ion flux similar to ion flux in morphology 

had the ions been magnetized.  This is because the parallel ion dynamics are little 

affected by the degree of magnetization of ions. The physical electromagnetic ion flux 

in ETG turbulence is zero because no radial ion drifts fluctuation due to un-

magnetization of ions. Then the overall quasi-neutrality must be maintained by the 

parallel fluxes. The quasi-linear estimates of the electromagnetic pseudo ion flux due 

to parallel ion current fluctuation is compared well with measured flux. The complete 

study of electromagnetic electron flux also requires measurement of divergence of 

Maxwell-stress which together with the Reynolds stress,          may be 

responsible for the     shear layer formation at         (evident from the peak 

of the plasma potential in Figure 4.4(c)). This is still an on-going work and will be 

presented elsewhere.  
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Chapter 5  
Experimental study of total 

turbulent heat transport 
 

5.1  Introduction 
 

The plasma turbulence is equally responsible for the particle and heat losses in 

most of the plasma confining system. After knowing the particle flux generation due 

to ETG turbulence we explore the heat/energy flux in the background of Electron 

Temperature Gradient (ETG) driven turbulence. The experimental observation and 

related theoretical discussion will be provided in this chapter for the heat flux. 

 

In the present work, thermal heat conductivity is calculated with the estimated heat 

flux. For the measurement of heat flux, we designed a triple Langmuir probe for 

temperature fluctuations in pulsed plasma of LVPD. The cross-phase angle between 

temperature and potential fluctuations is also measured which differs from 180
 

degrees.  Radial conductive heat flux (3/2 ne < δTeδVx >) is measured with convective 

heat flux (3/2 Te <δneδVx>) and found radially outward. This is greater than 

convective heat flux which is radially inward due to radially inward particle flux [30]. 

The estimated heat flux is compared with the numerically obtained values from slab 

ETG model equations which are also discussed in this chapter for the ETG region of 

target plasma (x ≤ 50 cm). Thermal conductivity is calculated and found to scale 

quadratically with fluctuation intensity which is what is expected from quasi-linear 

estimates. All the measurement are presented in this chapter is based on the 
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experimental observation in target plasma of LVPD which approximately 1 m axially 

away from EEF. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: the experimental setup and 

diagnostics are discussed in section 5.2. The experimental observations on 

fluctuations and characterization are described in section 5.3. The observation of heat 

flux, its comparison with numerically obtained values and justification are given in 

section 5.4. Finally, the summary and conclusions of this chapter is discussed in 

section 5.5.  

5.2 Experimental setup and diagnostics 

The experiments for energy flux measurement are carried out in the target region of 

LVPD. Details of plasma confinement system, plasma source, EEF, and various other 

subsystems are already described in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 5.1.(a) Assembly of six single Langmuir probe for simultaneous measurement 

of electron temperature,     floating potential,     and plasma density fluctuations, 

δne (b) Schematic of the direction of drift velocities in LVPD and radial positing of 

the probe in the target region (front view) for simultaneous measurements of particle 

and heat flux. 
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The measurement of various plasma parameters (electron temperature,  , plasma 

density,   , floating potential, φf and plasma potential,   ) are determined by using 

conventional cylindrical Langmuir probes (W,     mm and     mm) and Centre 

Tapped Emissive Probe(CTEP)  [74]. Specially designed compensated Langmuir 

probes are used for the measurement of electron temperature by sweeping the probe 

between -100 V to +20 V over a swept period of 500 μs  [88]. All these probes are 

mounted at different axial locations in the ETG region on radially movable probe 

shafts. The mean electron temperature obtained with a single Langmuir probe (SLP) is 

compared with the triple Langmuir probe (TLP) diagnostic for real time temperature 

fluctuations measurements [63]. Plasma potential is measured with the use of centre 

tapped emissive probe (CTEP)  [74]. The mean values of plasma parameters and 

fluctuations are obtained for the steady state plasma region of (4 – 9.2) ms from the 

onset of plasma discharge.  

 The schematic for TLP assembly is shown Figure 5.2(a) and its electrical 

scheme is presented in Figure 5.2(b). A brief description of TLP diagnostic is 

discussed in Chapter 2.  
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Figure 5.2. (a) Schematic of six probe assembly for simultaneous measurement of 

parameters to estimate particle,     and heat flux, q. Probes are arranged at vertices of 

two consecutive equilateral triangles (b) the electrical scheme followed for 

measurement of fluxes. 

 

The salient features of TLP diagnostic are, 1) bandwidth 300 kHz, 2) galvanic 

isolation 250  , 3) input impedance for voltage measurement exceeding ~10    and 

current measurement with shunt resistor ~ 300 . The probe assembly shown in 

Figure 5.2, consists of two sets of three Langmuir probes. Each probe is cylindrical in 

shape and has a dimension (     mm    mm . First vertical array has 4 

numbers of probes (L1, L3, L4, and L6) with separation,    15 mm, while second 

vertical array consists 2 probes(L2 & L4), vertically displaced,    30 mm. Axially 

the two arrays are separated by  ~15mm. Probes numbering, L1, L2, L3 and L4 are 

used for electron temperature measurement. Probes are placed at different magnetic 

field lines and are transverse to the ambient magnetic field so as to avoid the influence 

of shadowing effect and magnetic field. The probe array assembly is mounted on a 

radially movable probe drive  [70]. The TLP measurements are calibrated against 

single Langmuir probe measurements and TLP configuration is confirmed by 

obtaining I/V characteristics of double probe.  The pair of L2 and L3 are used in 

double probe configuration and are fed power by floating battery-based power supply. 

It has characteristic features viz., variable voltage, negligible capacitance with respect 

to ground. The ion saturation current is obtained across 500-ohm resistance using a 

floating, battery biased current measurement circuitry. The poloidally separated 

probes L1, L4, and L6 are used to measure floating potential. The potential (   of 

positively biased probe L3 is also measured. The Langmuir probe L5 measures ion 
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saturation current and is biased at a high negative potential with respect to plasma 

potential to estimate mean and fluctuations density of the plasma.  By choosing a 

suitable value of bias voltage between L2 and L3, one calculates electron temperature, 

   by using expression          Log⁄    , where    is the average value of     

and     .  

The probe arrangement ensures that the parameters  ,       are measured by 

probes placed in close vicinity of each other to avoid the phase delay error. For the 

investigation of fluctuations, data is recorded during the steady state of plasma 

current. The fluctuating    can be obtained by poloidally separated probes using 

 ̃   𝜕  𝜕⁄   where     is derived from       drift. The radial velocity 

fluctuations are responsible for conductive (          ) and convective heat flux 

(          ) having a correlation to temperature and density fluctuations 

respectively. The fluctuations in electron temperature,    , density,     and potential, 

    are measured for the complete duration of  plasma evolution 10 ms with a 

sampling rate of  MS  ⁄ .  

The data is acquired with a 12bit digitizer based PXI data acquisition system. An 

ensemble of 100 shots from the steady state window is used for carrying out spectral 

analysis viz.,  correlation, coherency, phase, power spectra, and joint wave number 

frequency spectrum, S(k,w)  [71,93].  

5.3 Experimental observations and fluctuation 

characterization 
 

Typical time profiles of plasma parameters in the target region for activated EEF 

are shown in Figure 5.3. The plasma discharge pulse (Figure 5.3b) is accommodated 
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within the pulse duration of the EEF current (Figure 5.3a). The ion saturation current 

(Figure 5.3c) do not show fluctuations in the early phase of the discharge but after 

∼    , fluctuations start appearing and are seen stabilizing after 6 ms from the onset 

of discharge. A similar trend in fluctuations is seen for other plasma parameters such 

as floating potential and electron temperature. The floating potential,   is measured 

using Langmuir probe at high impedance (      ) and is shown in Figure 5.3(d). 

The evolution of mean electron temperature    is recorded using triple Langmuir 

probe (Figure 5.3e). The fluctuation and mean part of these plasma parameters are 

measured for the steady state plasma duration for further analysis to characterize the 

mean profile and nature of plasma turbulence. 
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Figure 5.3. Time series traces of  (a) filter current,  EEF, (b) discharge currents,   , (c) 

ion saturation current, Iisat, (d) the floating potential,  f, and (e) the electron 

temperature, Te in the target plasma. The temporal evolution of electron temperature 

and its fluctuations using TLP are shown in (e). The inset of (c), (d) and (e) shows the 

ac coupled part for steady-state plasma (6 -8 ms). 

 

 

We revisited the ETG turbulence conditions and measured profiles of plasma 

density, and electron temperature in the target region of LVPD. The plasma potential 
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remain uniform in the region thus produces,     . Radial profiles of plasma density 

and electron temperature are shown in Figure 5.4. The nature of fluctuations is 

characterized by the joint wave number- frequency spectra, S(k,w). The obtained 

S(k,w) and radial profiles of plasma density and electron temperature satisfies 

wavelength        and        , and frequency ordering           where 

    is ion-cyclotron frequency,     is electron cyclotron frequency and   is mode 

frequency. The scale length of density,    (
 

 

  

  
)
  

       and electron 

temperature ,    
 (

 

  

   

  
)
  

      satisfies the threshold,  ETG      ⁄    ⁄  

of ETG turbulence in the core region(  45cm) [24].  

 

Figure 5.4. Radial profiles of (a) plasma density,    , (b) electron temperature,     and 

(c) the joint wave number –frequency, S(   ) , where,    is the poloidal wave vector. 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the snapshot of typically saturated fluctuations in 

temperature, floating potential and ion saturation current,    ,    and        , 

respectively.   Turbulent data is collected for 100 plasma discharges in the core region 

and concocted for its characterization. Time profile shows in-phase correlation 

between density and temperature fluctuations and both are found out of phase to the 

potential fluctuations. 
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Figure 5.5. The typical fluctuation of (a) electron temperature,     (b) floating 

potential,    and (c) ion-saturation,        at x = 20 cm. 

 

A strong correlation is observed for temperature and density fluctuations with 

potential fluctuation. Cross-correlation between them is found to be highly negative 

with correlation coefficients      δ ~  .8 and      δ ~   . ,   respectively,  as 

shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6. Cross-correlation between potential with temperature and density 

fluctuations is shown. Potential fluctuation is found out of phase to both temperature 

fluctuations and density fluctuation. The measurement is taken at x = 20 cm.      

The typical radial profiles of fluctuations in electron temperature, potential, 

and ion saturation current are shown in Figure 5.7. The fluctuation levels vary for 

electron temperature from (2 - 20)%, the potential from (1 - 10)% and ion saturation 

current fluctuations, which resembles plasma density between (2 - 8)%. The level of 

fluctuation maximizes at x = 50 cm.  

- 
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\    

Figure 5.7. The radial profile of normalized fluctuations in (a) electron temperature, 

δTe / Te, (b) floating potential, eδϕ ⁄ Te and (c) ion saturation current, δ Iisat / Iisat. 

 

 The auto-power, phase angle, and coherency spectra are determined following 

the procedure described by Beall et al. [71] and are shown in Figure 5.8. The mode 

frequency has a broad peak at 1–60 kHz, and the phase angle between the temperature 

and potential fluctuations is ~ 150
 
. The coherency is significant (> 0.8) up to 60 

kHz between the temperature and potential fluctuations. 
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Figure 5.8. The auto power (a), phase angle variation (b), and coherency (c) plot of 

temperature and potential fluctuations are shown. The spectrum has broad band nature 

with good coherency between 1-60 kHz. The measurements are carried out at x=30 

cm. 

 

This observed phase angle between temperature and potential fluctuations is in 

good agreement of obtained values from ETG model equations with considerations of 

ion non-adiabatic response which is better explained in the following section. 
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5.4 Theoretical model and measurement of heat flux 
 

A theoretical expression formulated for heat flux due to ETG scale fluctuation 

to compare with experimental measurement of heat flux. The experimental heat flux is 

calculated with correlated measurement of potential and electron temperature 

fluctuations. 

In LVPD, plasma beta is high (β ∼ 0.01-0.4) hence both electrostatic and 

electromagnetic fluctuations are observed in ETG background  [24]. Both ES and EM 

fluctuations can contribute to total heat flux in the form of convective and conductive 

heat fluxes. The details for both contributions are explained in the following text. 

 

5.4.1 Electrostatic Heat Flux 
 

The electrostatic electron heat flux is defined as    
 

 
       >=

 

 
   

      >  
 

 
            where the first and second terms are called conductive 

and convective heat fluxes. 

Recall the electron temperature perturbation equation drift reduce for ETG scale 

𝜕
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 𝛻         

 

 
      

which gives the linearized temperature fluctuation as  

 ek      
 

 
 
  

 
   

 

 
 ek (26) 
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In dimensional form it reads 
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Using 
  ek
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 δ 

   
 where 𝐴 is even in k and   is odd in k, 

         ratio of electron temperature to ion temperature. 

As,    
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 , now using          
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 for radial velocity 

fluctuation yields (R stands for real part in the following) 
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where,  
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Clearly, the usual conductive part also contains a distinct convective flux. Hence we 

subtract the convective part from above expression and define the conductive flux as  
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The total heat flux due to electrostatic fluctuations 
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5.4.2  Electromagnetic heat flux 
 

A general expression for electromagnetic heat flux can be written as  

 

    
 

 

 

 
           

 

 

 

  
         

  
 

 

   

  
           

 

 

   

  
     

   

   
     

 
 

 
     

   
 

 

   

  
     

   

   
     

The first term is known and is considered as convective heat flux due to EM flux. The 

second term is conductive heat flux due to electromagnetic fluctuations and its 

contribution vanishes and this can be understood in the following manner; 
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 ))]  , 𝑅  & 𝑅   are electromagnetic and temperature response 

functions, respectively. The above expression vanishes due to k space symmetry 

properties of 𝑅  and 𝑅 . Hence the only surviving electromagnetic flux in the ETG 

turbulence is due to the electromagnetic particle flux. 
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Thus the total heat flux can be expressed as  
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(32) 

The significant portion of heat flux comprises mainly of the electrostatic component 

as the electromagnetic contribution is significantly small (
   

   
     ).  

We compared the experimentally measured phase angle between temperature 

and potential fluctuations and average values of the heat flux with the theoretically 

estimated values. Figure 5.9 shows the comparison of phase angle values for a fixed 

wave-number and frequency of maximum power. The phase angle theoretical plot is 

derived from Equation (27) by taking into account the ion non-adiabatic response, 

which can be expressed as ; 
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Figure 5.9. The comparison of the experimentally obtained phase angle between 

temperature fluctuations and potential fluctuations with analytically calculated values. 

 

The experimentally obtained values of 
k (

ykk 
) and   are chosen, 

corresponding to the maximum power of the observed mode in order to estimate the 

phase angle between the temperature fluctuations and potential fluctuations. A close 

agreement is observed between theoretical and experimental values in the ETG 

dominated region ( 50 cmx  ). Indirect confirmation of the validity of model 

equations is envisaged from the fact that in the non ETG region, where they do not 

hold good, a significant deviation is observed in the phase angle values.  

The turbulent heat flux,       
 

 
            has been estimated from 

the real time fluctuations of temperature and potential respectively. The comparison of 

the observed heat flux, with analytical and numerical estimates are shown in Figure 
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5.9. The analytical values are obtained by using Equation (28), considering the value 

of k (
ykk 
) and   for the peak power of the mode directly from the ),( kS . 

The values of nL , e , e  and ec for this calculation are derived from the mean 

equilibrium profiles. An overestimation in the derived values for heat flux cannot be 

ruled out because of the finite spread in k  and   values for the observed mode in 

),( ks  plot. The amplitude of potential fluctuations is directly taken from the 

experimental observations.  

 

Figure 5.10. Comparison plot of conductive heat flux, qcond for experimental 

measurement with analytical and numerically estimated values for W-ETG 

turbulence.  

We have also obtained a numerical estimate of heat flux is obtained in the 

following way. Frequency and growth rates obtained from local W-ETG dispersion 

relation [24] for experimentally observed wave numbers and local mixing length 

estimate of intensity fluctuations are used i.e.  ̃ ∼       
to obtain numerical 

estimates of local flux. The comparison between the analytical and numerical 
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estimates with the experimental observations of heat flux shows good agreement in 

the ETG dominated core region (       ) for target plasma of LVPD. 

 

Figure 5.11. Radial variation of the comparison of (a) numerically and experimentally 

obtained total heat flux and (b) the conductive and convective heat fluxes. 

The total heat flux which is the sum of conductive and convective heat fluxes 

are shown in Figure 5.11 (a). The total flux is found to be positive signifies that ETG 

driven turbulence can be responsible for heat loss. Figure 5.11(b) shows the 

conductive and convective heat flux which is estimated from the observed heat flux 

due to temperature and potential fluctuations and particle flux measurement. Here one 

can notice that conductive heat flux measured experimentally also have the convective 

part and which must be subtracted from the measured part so that conductive heat 

flux,       
 

 
                 . Similarly, the convective heat flux is 
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determined by adding particle flux contribution in conductive part to particle flux part 

which is the reason,       
 

 
           . 

We estimate the electron thermal conductivity at different radial locations over 

the entire core region of ETG dominated plasma. The electron thermal conductivity is 

calculated directly from the estimation of the fluctuation induced electron thermal 

flux. 

 

 

Figure 5.12. Electron thermal conductivity variation with temperature fluctuations 

present in the system.  

 

  The heat conductivity is thus expressed in terms of total heat flux by the 

expression,     
 

   
   
  

  where   is the heat conductivity, Q is the total heat flux and 
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 is the electron temperature gradient which is shown in Figure 5.12. Observation 

shows that thermal conductivity exhibits a quadratic dependency for normalized 

fluctuations between      . This is expected from quasi-linear expressions of 

heat flux. Here, the temperature fluctuations are considered for different radial 

locations in the core region. The thermal conductivity maximizes at         where 

the temperature fluctuations have a maximum amplitude as shown in Figure 5.7 . 

 

5.5 Summary and conclusion 
 

In summary, we carried out measurement of radial profiles of electrostatic heat 

flux due to ETG turbulence in LVPD. Though the fluctuations in LVPD are 

electromagnetic in nature, the electromagnetic particle flux is smaller than the 

electrostatic flux. The electromagnetic particle flux is measured to be 10
-5

 times of the 

electrostatic flux. Simple analytical calculations of quasi-linear electromagnetic flux 

show that the electromagnetic conductive flux is zero [From Equation (30)]. Hence, 

the measurement of electrostatic heat flux is only considered here. 

 

Excitation of ETG turbulence is validated by measurements of power spectra, 

frequency scaling, cross phases between density - potential and temperature - 

potential. Correlation length, time and coherency are also measured to understand the 

broadband nature of turbulence. Theoretical estimates of frequency and cross phases 

are in close agreement with the respective experimental values. The cross angle 

between temperature and potential fluctuations differ from 180 ° resulting in radially 

outward total heat flux. Conductive and convective heat fluxes are measured. 

Conductive heat flux is found to be radially outward and is larger than convective heat 
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flux which is radially inward due to radially inward turbulent particle flux [30]. This 

signifies that the total entropy of the system is always positive definite [81,94]. 

Thermal conductivity is found to scale quadratically with fluctuation intensity which 

is expected from quasi-linear estimates. 

 

These laboratory observations may have significant implications for understanding 

electron transport in fusion devices. Although present-day tokamaks does not have a 

high beta plasma but may have significance for the alternate magnetic concepts [95–

97] as well as these results may be useful during substorm activities [98] taking place 

in magnetospheric plasma as, during this time, plasma beta is high.  
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Chapter 6  
Conclusion and future scope 
 

6.1 Summary and conclusion 

In summary, experimental evidence of Electron Temperature Gradient (ETG) 

driven plasma turbulence in the finite beta plasma of LVPD (a linear device) and its 

implications on plasma transport are investigated. This thesis successfully 

demonstrated the role of ETG turbulence for particle and heat transport induced by 

small scale fluctuations (k⊥ρe ≤ 1)  in the plasma density, potential and electron 

temperature. The ETG turbulence is excited in the target plasma of LVPD due to the 

presence of large electron energy filter (EEF). The EEF field helps in making plasma 

of target region devoid of energetic electrons and creates a gradient in electron 

temperature. This makes the region of target plasma suitable for carrying out 

unambiguous investigations on ETG turbulence. To understand the transport due to 

turbulent fluctuation excited by ETG instability, particle and heat fluxes are measured. 

Theoretical models are developed to understand the observed fluxes. The comparison 

of observed particle and heat flux are found consistent with the theoretical study of 

ETG modes.  

 

  Each chapter is summarized as follows:  
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1. To address various physics problems relevant to plasma transport induced by ETG 

turbulence study in LVPD,  we developed many diagnostics like single Langmuir 

probe (SLP), double Langmuir probe (DLP), triple Langmuir probe (TLP), 

directional probe (DP), center tap emissive probe (CTEP), B-dot probe, and 

microwave interferometry. The SLP is used for the measurement of mean ion-

saturation current, floating potential, plasma potential and electron temperature, 

DLP is used to measure mean electron temperature, TLP is developed for mean 

electron temperature and its fluctuation measurement, DPs are used for the 

measurement of parallel ion and electron current fluctuations, CTEP is used for 

mean and fluctuating plasma potential measurement, 3-axis B-dot probe is used to 

measure all three components of magnetic field fluctuations and microwave-

interferometry diagnostics are used to measure chord average plasma density. A 

40 channel PXI based large data acquisition system with the capability of 

maximum sampling rate ~ 250 MS/s, and record length ~ 256 MS is configured. 

This data acquisition system has a multiple channel data acquisition facility in a 

single plasma discharge. Moreover, the manual movement of probe shafts is 

automatized by controlled motors interfaced by LabVIEW in LVPD for radial 

measurement of different diagnostics. This helped in obtaining error-free data due 

to positional inaccuracy introduced by a manual intervention of probe shafts. 

 

2. The excitation conditions and characteristic features on ETG scale fluctuations are 

revisited and electrostatic fluctuation induced particle flux is measured. Our 

observations in the form of radially inward particle flux, highlights analogy to the 

particle pinch scenario as reported in tokamaks [80,99]. Detailed investigations are 

carried out for identifying the nature of electrostatic particle flux. The equilibrium 
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electron density and temperature profiles are also measured which show a 

centrally peaked density profile. Unlike in tokamaks where the particle fuelling is 

done at the edge (gas puffing), the plasma source in LVPD comprises of heated 

tungsten filaments arranged in the periphery of a rectangular arrangement located 

coaxially at one end of the device. Since the axial plasma diffusion is much faster 

than the transverse diffusion, the plasma formed at one axial end spreads rapidly 

along the field lines and hence the effective particle source can be thought to be 

axially elongated and slightly inside the radial edge. The high central density 

(w.r.t. near boundary) is observed which is consistent with the observation of 

inward turbulent particle transport i.e., a particle pinch. We noticed observation of 

particle transport are consistent with the theoretical predictions developed by 

considering the role of ion non-adiabatic response in ETG model equations [30].  

3. In LVPD, strong coupling between density and magnetic field fluctuations is 

observed and it is predicted to be due to the existing finite plasma beta (  

       
        conditions, i.e. 0.01 ≤ β ≤ 0.4. This suggests that the role of 

magnetic fluctuations in particle flux estimations need to be accounted for. For 

meeting this requirement, a specially designed probe array is developed, which 

accommodates a 3-axis B-dot probe and a pair of closely separated directional 

probes to measure the magnetic field fluctuation along with parallel electron and 

ion current fluctuations, simultaneously. We observed a finite electromagnetic 

(EM) flux in LVPD, in contrast to theoretical predictions of the electromagnetic 

particle flux in ETG background is to be zero. The reason for this contradiction 

arises from the assumption made in conventional ETG theory, the total current    

is  only due to the parallel electron current      and contribution from the parallel 

ion current      is ignored.  The observation of finite electromagnetic (EM) particle 
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flux in LVPD has prompted us to work upon the development of a new theoretical 

model for ETG turbulence by taking into account the motion of ions in a parallel 

direction. Observed electromagnetic particle flux is found agreeing well to the 

estimated flux values derived from the developed theoretical model for ETG 

turbulence induced electromagnetic flux which is developed by considering ion 

parallel dynamics [82]. 

 

4. We have developed a Triple Langmuir Probe (TLP) diagnostic for electron 

temperature fluctuation measurement which is required to estimate energy flux 

produced by ETG scale fluctuation in LVPD. The development of TLP diagnostic 

includes the construction of a floating battery based ramp power supply and 

measurement circuitry. This TLP diagnostic is used for simultaneous measurement 

of mean values of electron temperature (Te), floating potential ( f ), plasma 

potential ( p) and their respective fluctuations. The TLP diagnostic offers a 

frequency response of ≤ 300 kHz at 3dB down values.  We estimated the 

conductive and convective heat flux transport by simultaneous measurement of 

temperature, density, and potential fluctuations. The estimated conductive heat 

flux is found to be radially outward in contrast to convective heat transport (which 

arises due to inward particle transport). We compared experimentally estimated 

conductive heat flux with analytical expression derived from ETG model 

equations. The analytical heat flux values are obtained from the ETG model 

equation using both experimental and numerical plasma parameters. These are 

individually compared with experimental measurement of heat flux which shows a 

close agreement between them separately in the core plasma region where ETG 

conditions are satisfied.  
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6.2 Future scope 
 

The thesis work can be extended for the following research work; 

 

 

1. The work on plasma transport on ETG turbulence can be extended in the future 

towards understanding features like identifying the threshold of ETG turbulence in 

laboratory plasma and its effects on plasma transport by controlling the threshold 

conditions [100].  

 

2. Saturation of the ETG turbulence is one of the important problems in various 

devices. This problem can be persuaded in LVPD plasma if ETG conditions are 

produced at higher confining magnetic field. In the present operating scenario, ion 

frequency falls within the range of instrumentation operating frequency and its 

harmonics hence unambiguous measurement of the same is not possible. On the 

other hand, in higher magnetic fields, these frequencies exceed the instrumentation 

frequency and thus facilitate accurate measurements. This may allow 

investigations possible on the coupling of ETG mode to other modes [101,102]. 

 

3. Based on the outcome of EM turbulence induced particle transport in LVPD, 

investigations can also be planned for exploring the interplay between the 

potential structures and stochastic magnetic fields [91,103]. 
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4. The energy transport investigations have provided a domain where controlled 

investigations on decoupling between the potential and temperature fluctuations 

can be explored.  

5. As envisaged in tokamaks, ETG turbulence can lead to the generation of intrinsic 

currents. This problem is not explored yet and can be an extremely important 

problem to study in current less plasma devices like LVPD. 

 

6. Investigations can be expanded further on the measurement of long scale modes 

namely, zonal field (small scale dynamo or zonal current), electrostatic streamer as 

well as a magnetic streamer and zonal flows in the background of short scale ETG 

turbulence in LVPD plasma.  The detailed investigations on the formation of 

nonlinear structures over the full cross-section of LVPD plasma may require 

specially designed probe drive system, which allows the least perturbation to 

plasma during motion of diagnostics. We believe that a rotatable probe drive 

system may be the best solution for this. Investigations of this nature can explain 

better the physics of some of these nonlinear phenomenon’s. This work can be 

further expanded for understanding the role of magnetic shear in the formation of 

these structures and their effect on plasma transport.  

 

7. Available literature suggests that sheared electric field and magnetic field shear 

play a crucial role in controlling particle and thermal transport in plasma. From the 

future perspective, this can be considered as a physics problem in LVPD where 

electric and magnetic shears are imposed in LVPD plasma. The electric field and 

magnetic shear can be generated in plasma by installing the biased poloidal rings 

within ETG plasma column and by current carrying wire passing through the axis 

of the plasma column of LVPD [104–106].  
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8. Understanding the physics of plasma transport behind the development of ETG 

suitable equilibrium profiles in target plasma by the influence of changing EEF 

magnetic field configurations is still remain an unexplored problem. This can be 

explored based on its dependency on correlation with magnetic field geometry, the 

role of leaking energetic electrons, etc. It would be very interesting to model such 

plasma using thermal balance equations along with the law of charge and mass 

conservations.  

 

9. Role of open field lines and the presence of cusped anode plate at the extreme end 

of the device modify the configuration of open field lines locally from the 

perspective of sheath dynamics. Effect of the sheath on ETG turbulence in open 

field lines proposes to be an interesting problem to explore in a laboratory plasma. 

Especially its influence on the coupling of temperature and potential fluctuations 

may invite special attention [107]. 
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